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No Discrimination Seen
Vice-President Advocates Quota
ly Tony Piccirillo ^ L
By
"As near as we can tell," through the 1972-
73 academic year, there is "no hard
evidence of any discrimination against
women," at Trinity said vice-president
Thomas A. Smith. Smith said he advocates
the maintenance of the quota in the absence
of this evidence.
Smith, Donald Viering '42, chairman of
the College athletic advisory committee,
Noreen Dulz, assistant professor of
sociology, and George Higgins, professor of
psychology and college counselor, discussed
the quota last Wednesday night in McCook
Auditorium. J. Ronald Spencer, dean of
community life, moderated the panel
discussion sponsored by the Trinity
Women's Organization (TWO).
Explaining the grounds for maintaining
the quota, Smith cited that the college is
"still making the transition from a men's
college to a coeducational college."
"The college is uncertain of the con-
sequences of any dramatic shift in the
enrollment pattern," Smith said, and so
should keep a quota on women.
Smith asked "whether this institution has
been successful so far" and "whether
Trinity is capable" of matching "the
available resources" with the activities that
make for a good small college.
Also supporting the quota, Viering said,
"we need (the quota) to be up to 1000 boys to
keep consistent with the athletic standards"
of the College. "There aren't enough boys"
now to run a successful intercollegiate
athletic program, he added.
Dulz responded, "quotas are controls over
what the student body looks like." The quota
at the College accentuates the belief that
"men are the first class citizens," she
stressed.
Higgins said the purpose of this College is
essentially to "provide an environment for
students and faculty to create, exchange,
and store knowledge." Advocating the end
of the quota, Higgins indicated there is no
evidence that "gender plays any role in
intellectual excellence." "
Viering said he considered intercollegiate
athletics to be "eo-curricular, not extra-
curricular." A successful athletic program
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Discussion panel (1 to r ) : Donald Viering, Noreen Dull, Dean J. Ronald Spencer, Dr. George Higgins, and Vice-
President Thomas Smith.
is necessary to attract prospective fresh-
men to the College, he added.
Dulz said she views the admissions office
as "a gatekeeper." "Admissions gives the
College control over who the students are,"
she added. Dulz also asked, "What are the
criteria of who gets to come?"
The College should determine "how
alumni and others are affected by the
change to coeducation" before it changes
the quota. Smith asserted. Smith said, "we
can only speculate,..how the change affects
resources."
The College should know the demand on
academics which women make, Smith said.
The women's "demand for the services of
Dr. Higgins and Dr. Lee" is greater than the
men's, he added.
There are two types of discrimination,
explained Dulz, structural and personal.
Although personal discrimination can't be
legislated, "structures shape attitudes," she
added. "The quota legitimizes the
discrimination," she stressed.
"The trustees have not cast the quota in
caster or cinder block," said Smith. He
added, "I am fairly certain the trustees
would be sensitive to discrimination."
Trinity should be dedicated to "a vigorous
study of human values," stressed Higgins.
He questioned whether we should "com-
promise our values" if our friends will not
support the institution or whether we should
"convince our friends" of the merits of our
values.
Viering said he was not against any quota,
but he insisted "at least 1000 boys" are
necessary to run the athletic program. He
added, "a majority of the females prefer to
be where the odds are in their favor." "Any
changes should be weighed very carefully,"
he concluded.
Dulz stressed "it takes a decision to
change the quota." "We won't evolve away
from 1000 men," she added.
Smith concluded coeducation seems to be
working." "Time with a continuance of
institutional commitment will enable us to
continue the change," he added.
"A more reasonable environment" would
exist, if we remove the quota, Higgins said.
"We can remove the quota," he stressed.
"Ill betcha we do remove it," he added.
Faculty Committee Says Most Students
Should Be Eligible for Independent Studies
By Jim Cobbs
An Ad Hoc Faculty Committee recom-
mended that anyone be allowed to take an
independent study course if they can get
faculty approval. The committee called this
the democratic approach and said they
favored it because it offered more alter-
natives. They thought this was important
because "It is probably true that there is no
one or two best approaches to education that
some teachers and students flourish under
conditions which others would find sterile."
The committee also said not to give faculty
compensation for leading independent
studies and said that special recognition
should be given to students for special or
"honor" projects.
The committee weighed student, faculty,
ar>d alumni opinion taken from a
Questionnaire circulated last spring before
making recommendations for the future of
independent study. In this, the first of a two
part series on the committee's report, the
faculty's views will be examined. Next week
the student and alumni side of the report will
°e covered.
The committee, which includes Eugene
Davis, Professor of history, Howard Delong,
associate professor of philosophy, and
William Mace, assistant professor of
psychology, examined the independent
study program, as well as the tutorial and
open semester.
The Trinity Bulletin describes the in-
dependent study program as a "student or
group of students who undertake an in-
dependent study course...for one or two
credits...with permission of a faculty
member and his department chairman,"
The tutorial is a more structured type of
ISP, usually with extensive guidance from a
faculty member. The open semester allows
the student to "engage in some form of
academically acceptable independent
research or study," usually for 4 credits.
They found the faculty divided into two
camps: one group which they call the
"Democrats" feels that almost any student
should be allowed to do an independent
study, while the other group, which they
called the "aristocrats", believes it should
be limited only to highly qualified students.
According to the report, the "democrats"
argue, "The purpose of a liberal arts
education is to put a student in a position so
that he can go out and learn on his own.
Hence the best situation would be where
every student, at some time in his academic
career, takes (and does well in) an in-
dependent study. In a real sense our role as
teachers is to make ourselves unneeded by
the student- to put him in such a position
that he is capable of learning all he needs or
chooses to know."
The report said the "aristocrats" argue,
"Let us face the reality. Only a small
minority of students- say, between 5 and
10% of them- are capable of independent
study .When it is opened up to more students
the whole idea becomes debased- these
students don't learn anywhere near what an
equivalent couse might require. The result
is exactly what should be expected-- a
debasement of our educational enterprise
where the relatively few worthy students get
lost in a sea of mediocre work and honor
grades."
The committee reported the results of the
questionnaire indicate that the
"democrats" had a slightly larger
following. The faculty were asked, "Which
of the following factors do you regard as
most important for deciding who should
take an individual study under your
supervision?" A total of 134 said they
regarded the students motivation as the
most important factor for choosing students
for independent study, tutorials, or open
semester. A total of 84 said they thought the
determining factor should be the student's
ability. The committee said the democratic
approach seemed preferable. One reason.
for this judgement was that the committee
found, "a large number of both students and
faculty wish to engage in such enterprise."
The committee also said it would be foolish
to deny the students the right to take in-
dependent studies when that might have
been the reason they chose Trinity over
another school.
The committee acknowledged, however,
that the "aristocratic" point of view has
some merit and represents a significant
continued fg.3
Gave May Sell Beer to Students
fiv .Tnhn nrnnc 9f . . . . . , _* ....... .By Joh Grous
Students may soon be able to buy beer at
the Cave, according to Del Shilkret, dean of
student services. He explained that if the
legal technicalities of the State Liquor
Control Commission (LCC) who govern the
serving of beer, are satisfied then beer will
be served at the present Cave in the near
future. The institution may tentatively be in
a position to reap a few profits, he added,
while at the same time, making the beer
drinkers of Trinity happy.
Thomas A. Smith, the College's vice-
president, said the College has sought a
liquor permit since last October 1, 1972,
when the age of majority for Conn, residents
went into effect. He asserted the cause for
the delay has rested with the Liquor Control
Commission, which seems to have no
written rules or regulations pertaining to
college campuses. A college campus could
not be considered a bar, tap or pub, and laws
concerning formal drinking places could not
be directly applied, Smith explained. He
said this delinquency prompted a meeting
last summer of Connecticut colleges and
representatives of the LCC to work out
something.
According to Smith, the Connecticut
colleges urged the LCC to draft a set of rules
or to modify existing ones. Smith said that
the LCC finally concluded that it would keep
existing laws intact, but it would consider
each college's request individually in light
of the college's own unique situation.
Shilkret asserted a college campus should
not be governed by the existing rules, since
there are no regulations explicitly per-
taining to campuses, the LCC should write
new laws, he said. "A corner tap is a corner
tap and a bar is a bar, and the rules defining
them are clear," says Shilkret. "But a
campus is not a campus, and all are dif-
ferent. The rules on the books presently are
very vague in this respect."
Shilkret said, however, several LCC rules
would conflict with the way the Cave is run.
For example, he said the law requires that
the building in which beer is served must be
closed when beer is not served; that no other
activities may be conducted in the building
when beer is served; and that restrictions
must be made to keep out minors, even if
they are guests of students.
Another difficulty is finding a permittee
Shilkert said. "The permittee has full legal
responsibility and must see that the laws are
observed," he said. The responsibility can
go to only one person, he continued, so the
permit could not be issued to the Trustees,
although they could provide financial
backing. "The permittee must be a resident
of the state for five years, and must be on
the premises at all times when beer is
served," he added.
Shilkret .said the application for the
permit will be completed within the next two
weeks. If and when the request is approved,
the Cave will have beer.
Students Should Foot Higher Ed. Bill
Who should foot the bill for higher
education? A recent report of the Com-
mittee for Economic Development (CED)
suggested students should pay, setting off a
storm of controversy in Washington.
, The higher education establishment found
itself divided into two camps, Fundamental
philosophical differences alligned the free
market/private enterprise advocates
against the societal benefit/universal
education supporters. Not surprisingly, the
former includes business leaders, private
colleges and universities and the Nixon
administration while the latter consists of
labor leaders, public colleges and univer-
sities, some members of Congress, and
many student groups.
The Free Market thesis can be syn-
thesized in three salient points.
1. A college degree is so valuable in
financial terms due to increased earning
power, that the private individual should be
willing to spend the money or go into debt as
a Long-term investment which would
eventually be repaid through higher net
salaries after graduation.
2.. Raising public tuition to more closely
reflect the actual costs of an education
would narrow the gap between private and
public tuition charges, thus making the two
systems more competitive and thereby
strengthening the many finaneially-shakey
private institutions.
3. Funding the student directly would
create a market economy and a system of
supply and demand whereby the student, as
a consumer, would define the direction of
higher education through his or her choice of
school and area of study.
The Societal Benefit proponents offer a
different view:
1. A college education is valuable to
society as a whole because of the increased
ability of the individual to solve the
problems of the society. Further, recent
studies indicate that while net starting
salaries may be higher for degree-holders,
gross lifetime earnings may be roughly the
same due to more years in the job market
and better seniority for those who start work
after secondary school.
2. The principle behind public colleges
and universities is to bring a college
education to all members of society - not
just the traditional groups who could afford
private colleges. This democratic principle
should not be abandoned to shore up the
sagging bulwark of private institutions,
Development Office
To Seek Record $505,000
Trinity College will be seeking a record
$505,000 in gifts to the Annual Giving
Campaign which started this month. The
appeal to alumni, parents, friends and
businesses goes to support the yearly
operating budget of the College, which is
$9,052,300 for the 1973-74 fiscal year.
This is the largest Annual Giving goal in
Trinity's history.
This year's Annual Giving goal of $505,000
is just slightly more than the $503,185 which
was contributed in last year's campaign.
The goal last year, Trinity's 150th an-
niversary, was $475,000.
Of the $505,000, the College hopes to
receive $300,000 from alumni, $110,000 from
parents, $65,000 from business and industry,
and $30,000 from friends of the College.
Gifts of $1,000 or more qualify the donor
for membership in the Founders Society for
the academic year. Gifts of $150 to $1,000
qualify the donor for membership in the
Anniversary Club.
Trinity's $9 million-plus budget this year
is based on income from tuition and fees of
about $6.78 million, and another $1.45 million
in income from the College's endowment.
The remainder, about $819,000 must come
from other sources, including the Annual
Giving funds, .
According to college spokesmen, the
theme of the campaign is President
Theodore D. Lockwood's proposal, made at
the 150th Anniversary Celebration last May,
that Trinity become "the pace-setter among
the smaller liberal arts colleges in America
in which concern for human values is
central." Gifts to the Annual Giving
Campaign, he said, "make it possible for
Trinity to preserve the superior quality of its
academic program."
President Lockwood also pointed out that
Trinity is operating on a balanced budget for
1973-74, for the fourth year of balanced
budgets since the College suffered a deficit
in 1969-70.
National chairman of the Alumni Fund is
Martin D. Wood '42 of Simsbury, second vice
president of the Connecticut General Life
Insurance Company and an alumni trustee
of the College.
National chairman of the Parents Fund is
Bruce N. Bensley of Morristown, N.J. John
T. Wilcox '39, of Wethersfield, a vice
president at the Connecticut Bank & Trust
Company, is chairman of the Business and
Industry Associates.
Herbert R. Bland '40 of West Hartford,
with R.C. Knox & Co., is chairman of the
Friends of Trinity Fund.
SEC Course Evaluation Booklet
To Become Available Nov, 20th
"Students and faculty will receive a
course evaluation booklet for courses of-
fered second semester on Tuesday,
November 20th," said Tony Piccirillo, '75,
vice-chairperson of the Student Executive
Committee (SEC).
The booklet, he said, will be a compilation
of data which the students gave at pre-
registration last May.
It will be arranged by department, said
Piccirillo, chairperson of the SEC course
evaluation sub-committee. Within each
department, he said, courses will be listed
by their number, name, and the professor
teaching them, After this listing, there will
be averages for the questions answered by
the students last spring, he added.
The SEC is doing this as a service to the
student body; we want to make it readily
available to all students and faculty
members," said Piccirillo.
Piccirillo said the SEC plans to conduct
another course evaluation for courses taken
this semester at pre-registration later this
month. "Hopefully, he said, we will conduct
a course evaluation every semester."
The Student Activities Fund will absorb
the cost of the course evaluation booklet,
said Piccirillo.
Members of the SulC course evaluation
sub-committee are Lindsay Mann '76
Marth Feathers, 74, Phil Hewett, '77, Sam
Thayer, '77, Steve Kayman, '77, and Becky
Adams, '74.
3, While targeting more aid directly to
students is a desirable goal, the total
abandonment of institutional grants would
destroy the traditional system of higher
education as we know it and result in
glorified trade schools striving to increase
earning power rather than education in-
dividuals.
The CED proposed raising tuition to cover
half the instructional costs of education, a
recommendation which would at least
double tuition at public schools while
leaving private tuitions virtually • un-
changed. Using costs of the 1969-70
academic year as a base, the plan would
raise the average semester tuition at a state
university from $413 to $996 and at a state
college from $309 to $803,
The CED panel stressed tuition hikes
should be coupled with increased student
financial aid, with flat grants going to lower
income groups and loans to middle income
families.
One factor which could sway the debate in
either direction is the report of the National
Commission on the Financing of Post-
Secondary Education. The Commission is
expected to deliver its report to Congress in
the next several months and its recom-
mendations will carry considerable weight,
A hint at the content of the final report
came when the Commissions Director, Dr,
Ben Lawrence, made a comment at a recent
CED forum in Denver, "How much can you
increase tuition and expeett students) to
remain in college?" asked Lawrence. This,
coupled with the flat rejection of the CED
report by the Commission's student
member may be a hopeful indication to
students fighting tuition increases.
TWO Events
The Rhode Island Feminist Theatre has been together since January, 1973, said
a spokesperson. "We are dedicated to the art of theatre and the politics of
feminism," she said.
"Rhode Island Feminist Theatre is working to create effective expressions of
our personal, collective, and social experiences, speaking to and for men as well as
women," she stated.
The theatre group describes "Taking It Off" as set in an exclusive weight-loss
camp where the characters explore the realities of the beauty myth and how it
works to separate and devastate women.
The Rhode Island Feminist Theatre performed for sell-out audiences in
Providence, R.I, last spring and summer.
Trinity Women's Organization is sponsoring the performance and urges all
students to come—this Sunday at 2:30 in the Washington Room. There will be a 50$
donation at the door which will be used to support the upcoming Feminist Arts
Week.
**•
Dr. Philip Sarrel, associate professor of Obstetrics and Gynocology at Yale, will
speak at the Life Sciences Auditorium on Thursday, November 8th at 8 p.m. He
will talk about human sexuality and interpersonal relationships among un-
dergraduates. Dr. Sarrel heads a seminar program at Yale on human sexuality
and he has also authored many articles and books concerning this area of human
relations. He has worked extensively with undergraduates at colleges which have
gone co-ed recently.
Trinity Women's Organization (TWO) and the Office for Community Life will
sponsor the lecture, They invite everyone to attend. Admission is free.
Wesleyan To Increase
Student Body To 2,200
Wesleyan University in Middletown
Connecticut will expand its student body
until the number of undergraduates reaches
2-,200, said Edgar Beckham, dean of the
University. He said Wesleyan had 1,467
undergraduates last year and expects to
have an average of 1,664 for both terms of
the current year. He said they plan to
complete their expansion by the year '76-'77,
The reasons for Wesleyans expansion are
"complex", but Beckham said they involved
a comprehensive look at priorities including
the financial situation. He said the college
had looked at a number of alternatives, such
as increasing tuition and cutting the faculty
before it made the decision to increase the
student body. "After a discussion which
lasted all last academic year, President
Cambell recommended that we grow toward
2,200 and keep the instructional staff at the
present level," he said.
Wesleyan's teacher to student ratio is
about 8-1 with the present study body and
will change to 10-1 with the anticipated
growth. Beckman said they had examined
the possible effects of more students on
class size and had decided that it not have
any "serious effect".
He said, however Wesleyan may need to
redistribute teaching resources since 25% of
the classes have 5 or fewer students. "We
may drop a few of the courses which have
small demand and split up the big classes,
which have enrollments as big as 150," he
said.
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Students Start Write-in Campaign
3v Lindsav Mann r JL C7By Lindsay MannWhat campus efforts are urging the
President's impeachment?
Fifteen students, affiliated with Students
for the Preservation of the United States
Constitution (SPUSC), will conduct a letter
writing campaign this Wednesday and
Thursday at lunch and at dinner.
The letter writing campaign will be
another call for Nixon's impeachment or
resignation, said Charlie Moore, 175. "Due
to the rising support for resignation from
major Republican and Conservative in-
stitutions within our society, such as the
Chicago Tribune, Time Magazine, and
Howard K. Smith, we expect much wider
and greater support towards this move from
the student body," said Moore.
Last Tuesday night students from SPUSC,
the Student Executive Committee, and the
group, organized by George Minter, '76, met
and agreed to coordinate efforts for the
common aim of impeaching President
Nixon. The Trinity Coalition of Blacks also
agreed to coordinate their efforts.
As a result, these students set up six
corrdinatin committees and their coor-
dinators: letter-writing-Mel Shuman, Box
1764, Charlie Moore, Box 429, and David
Hobbs, Box 1618 leafleting and canvassing-
Steve Kayman, Box 1188 and Judy Lederer,
Box 1922; possible busing to Washington
D.C.-Martha Cohen, Box 1845, and Peter
Basch, Box 854; possible picketing at the
Hartford Federal Building-Tom Bray, Box
43; and an attempt to commit this College to
Nixon's impeachment-Matthew Moloshok,
Box 705, Tom Bray, Box 43, and George
Minter, Box 1695. If anyone is interested in
any of these efforts, do contact these
students.
Students from New England colleges and
universities formed th New England Student
Conference for Impeachment at the
University of Massachusetts last Saturday.
The conference, attended by 30 schools,
passed five resolutions:
RESOLVED: That we, the New England
Student Conference for Impeachment call
for the immediate impeachment of
President Richard M. Nixon for high crimes
and misdemeanors against the American
people.
RESOLVES: That we, the New England
Student Conference for Impeachment
demand that new Presidential and Vice
Presidnetial elections be called following
the impeachment and conviction of Richard
M. Nixon.
RESOLVED: That we, the New England
Student Conference for Impeachment call
for the Congress to appoint an independent
special prosecutor for the Watergate affair
and related crimes.
RESOLVED: That we, the New England
Student Conference for Impeachment
demand that the confirmation of any person
nominated for the offices of the Vice
Presidency or Attorney General be delayed
until such time as impeachment has been
tried by the Senate.
RESOLVED: That we, the New England
Conference for Impeachment demand that
together with its investigation of he
Watergate affair and related crimes, the
Congress include the following within the
impeachment proceedings:
-the ITT scandal
-the misspending of campaign funds
-the illegal bombings of South East Asia and
other war crimes
-the military take-over of the Allende
Government in Chile
-the establishment of a secret police force
for five days in 1970





Several students and teachers argued
emotionally last Tuesday afternoon in Wean
Lounge over the nature of antisemitism. The
argument arose during the first of several
"provocations to discussion" planned by
students and teachers about the state of
Israel, what it's like to be a Jew in the
United States, and other related topics.
Three speakers addressed the audience of 30
on antisemitism in history, antisemitism in
literature, and antisemitism and Israel.
The argument began when the last
speaker, Harvey S. Picker, assistant
professor of physics, showed several pic-
ture&of antisemitic brutality. For example,
he showed a picture of Russian Cossacks
displaying the bodies of Jews they had killed
in a pogrom at the turn of the century. To
demonstrate that this brutality was not part
of the dim past, he showed a photograph of
nine Jews being hanged in a public square in
Baghdad during 1969.
David L. Roochnik, '74, then said he felt
that Picker was being overly sensational in
his presentation. Admitting that Jews have
been the victims of brutality in the twentieth
century, Roochnik noted that many other
people have also suffered such violence. He
cited the Armenians. He said he did not
know exactly what antisemitism was but
asserted it was not simply "four pictures of
violence on a wall." He added that brutality
may be simply a fact of life in the twentieth
centurv.
Several members of the audience then
criticized Roochnik's assertions. Roger
Johnson, '76, said that Roochnik had ignored
the generations of violence directed at Jews.
He disagreed with the interpretation that
antisemitism is a twentieth century
phenomenon. Picker himself said that his
presentation might be "sensational" but
argued people must "got kicked in the pants
again" as they seemed to have been after
the Nazi-engineered genocide which killed
six million Jews.
Picker emphasized the need for keeping
people aware of antisemitism. He said it
was the horror of the holocaust which had
driven the nations of the world to aid in the
creation of the state of Israel. Now that
twenty years have passed and the memory
of much of the world fades and the demand
for oil grows, people are forgetting about or
even betraying Israel, he asserted.
Study . . .
from pg. 1
proportion of the faculty. The committee
proposed an honor independent study for
those qualified students who wished to study
an advanced topic. To qualify for the
program student should be a senior, must
have an "A-" average in the major and an
"B" average outside the major, and must
"present on his application a detailed ex-
planation of what he plans to do and what he
hopes to achieve," the committee report
said.
The committee said one of the most dif-
ficult questions to make recommendations
on was how the school should compensate
teachers the time they spend working with a
student on independent study.. Faculty
opinion was varied: "I do not believe that
addition compensation in an shape or form
is appropriate," said one teacher. Another
said "A time sheet could be filled out by the
staff member for each tutorial and certified
by the department chairman. Compensation
should be at least $15.00 per hour." "A great
deal depends on the judgement of the in-
dividual faculty member and his chairman.
Broad Guidelines from the Dean's office
would be a help," said yet another.
The committee recommended that the
best policy is the current one: that is, to rely
on faculty good will to supervise in-
dependent studies. The committee said it
did not believe in paying the faculty com-
pensation for their independent studies,
because the program by itself does not bring
in any additional revenues to the College.
The committee said those faculty who
already contribute well beyond the average
in serving on committees or who teach
regularly more than nine hours are already
paid extra under the rubric of the "merit
policy." "We believe the best way to
stimulate members of the faculty is to in-
sure academic freedom to pursue their
subject wheresoever it leads, to provide
them with highly capable students, to en-
courage an academic atmosphere which
stimulates learning and to pay salaries
which relative to like colleges are com-
petitive and relative to other colleagues are
fair," the committee report states.
Faculty reaction seemed to indicate that,
on the whole, most teachers felt the tutorial
and the independent study program (I.S.P.)
are the most productive independent study
options: "I strongly support aE independent
study options viewing the tutorial and I.S.P.
as the most rigorous and productive,
academically, provided the instructor has
the time they require and really worthy
students. I believe that I would argue that
we should increase the opportunities in all
areas and that we should push the ISP
(which strikes me as worlds better than the
IDP," said one teacher.) Another said
' 'Many open semesters should be considered
leaves of absence." This feeling seems to
represent the feeling of most faculty. The
statistics of the questionnaire showed a total
of 42 faculty welcoming the opportunity to
give independent study or tutorials, while
only 13 were welcome to sponsor open
semesters. Another 28 were against giving
open semesters while 21 were against
tutorials and Independent studies and
tutorials combined.
Spurs Heated Talk
Picker said he wanted to counter this
trend away from support of Israel. He noted
that several Arab and Palestinian groups
have argued that if there was no longer a
state of Israel antisemitism would decline.
According to Picker, however, Israel is the
only safety valve against the antisemitism
which Jews still face -- for example, the
hangings in Baghdad and the refusals of the
Soviet Union to allow Jews to either practice
their religion or to emigrate.
As evidence of the trend towards com-
placency, Picker cited the willingness of the
world to allow Arab hijackers to separate
Jewish from non-Jewish passengers.
Reading from an editorial in Midstream, a
magazine of Jewish opinion. Picker said the
fact that this separation was taken as
natural and did not provoke any world
response shows that the world may be
headed towards another proscription of
Jews, the first step on the road to the
holocaust.
The question of the nature of antisemitism
led to another argument within the
audience, when Dean Hamrnec, '75, asked
whether maintaining a Jewish identity
wasn't elitist and, so, a contributory factor
in antisemitism.
Several people responded to this question
by posing another one: why can't other
people accept Jews as Jews?
This question also started an argument
over whether any non-Jew could really
befriend a Jew. Most speakers said many
non-Jews have been good friends and allies
of the Jewish people. On the other hand,
some people in the audience argued that
only within the Jewish community could a
Jew find friendship and aid in times of
trouble.
Samuel Kassow, instructor of history, had
started the program with a brief talk on
antisemitism as an historical phenomenon.
He asserted that antisemitism grows from a
"monistic" creed - that is, a belief that only
one way of life and one way of looking at
things should be permitted. In politics, he
continued, this means that truly liberal
political societies will tolerate Jews since
they are willing to tolerate plural ideologies,
creeds, national origins, and races. He said
antisemitism is a function of the search for a
unifying ideology.
According to Kassow, this explains why
antisemitism found its strongest expression
in three European countries where there is
no strong liberal-plural tradition: Germany,
France, and Russia. He said that a' monistic
view was especially prevalent in these
countries at the turn of the century, since
they were experiencing the turmoil of
modernization, the disintegration of the old
roles of shopkeepers and small businessmen
in favor of large businesses, and other
challenges to the political, social, and
economic order. People wanted to be able to
integrate their ideologies, to find a reason
for their suffering and a hope for the future,
he said. Thus, Kassow concluded, they
sought a mystical definition of the nation-
state. The nation was no longer simply a tool
for organizing society, Kassow said, but a
natural expression of "race."
He pointed out the Jew stood, therefore,
outside the "race," because of his distinct
beliefs, because of his historical image as
the "Christ-killer" and because of the role of
many Jews in international finance which
crossed the national borders.
The United States will probably never
have any strong political antisemitism,
according to Kassow, since the United
State's political system is highly plural.
People in this country simply want to make
money, Kassow said: beyond that they do
not choose to define themselves.
Kassow warned, however, that this very
money-hungry ethic which protects Ih'e
Jews in the United States may mean a
catastrophe for the state of Israel.' Israel has
few goods or natural resources which
America needs, he said. He said the United
States support of Israel has been based on
feelings of guilt and the need to present
America to the world as a moral nation.
Now, however, with an oil shortage ap-
proaching and the memory of the holocaust
fading, the U.S. is soon going to switch its
support to the Arabs, Kassow asserted. And
to the extent that Jews try to block this shift,
they may experience social and economic
discrimination, he worried.
The second speaker, Robin Adelson, 74,
traced the image of the Jew and his
relationship to antisemites in Jewish
literature. She cited several archtypes have
emerged: the Jew as the wanderer, as the
everyman, as the scapegoat, as the
freethinker, as the self-hating man, and
numerous others. Adelson presented an oral
bibliography of works reflecting these
trends. Among the books she recommended
were: The Slave by Isaac Bashevis Singer;
The Fixer by Bernard Malamud; The Jews
of Silence by Zelroth; Call It Sleep by Henry
Roth; The Assistant by Bernard Malamud;
and Malamud's The Tenants. In addition,
she listed several titles relating to the ex-
perience of the holocaust - for example,
Elie Weisel's Night.
/ / you are a
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Lecturer Opens Walpole Exhibit
By Ty Geltmaker
Photo by Phil Bieluch
Historian Biographer, John
Brooke spoke on George III Monday
night in Goodwin Theatre.
John Brooke's lecture opening Trinity
College's exhibition commemorating the
fortieth anniversary of the Yale edition of
Horace Walpole's correspondence was
appropriately revisionist. Portraying
George HI as one of history's most unfairly
maligned monarchs, Brooke advanced his
theory that royal personages often serve as
historical scapegoats for the vices of their
subjects.
Contrary to the American textbook
tradition • George III was not a tyrant.
Despite internal differences with Lord
North and other ministers the king con-
ducted himself within his proper limits in
relation to the American problem, ac-
cording to Brooke.
Brooke, like historian Piers MacKesey,
characterized George III as a moral
prodder rather than a policy dictator during
the American revolt. Strongly opposed to
North's preference for a separation from
America, George III nonetheless made few
attempts to steer strategy.
American colonists were moved less by
anti-monarchism than simple opposition to
a second-class position within the
representative system, Brooke said.
The most recent findings showing that the
alleged insanity of the king was a classic
ease of the metabolic disorder porphyria,
were summarized by the author.
Above all else Brooke concentrated on the
private human level of George I'll. Noting
popular historical interest in George IV and
earlier monarchs known for sexual ad-
venture and violent idiosyncracies, Brooke
reminded his audience that what seem
amusing royal vices now, weighed heavily
on the nation at the time of their practice.
George III was singularly common, en-
joying country visits, harpsichord, and
simple family life. For this he was often
caricatured as a miserly simpleton, though
Brooke put forth examples of the King's
national popularity.
For these traits Brooke gave the king
perhaps exaggerated credit. Government
officials should be more than nice guys, but
a few overstatements are probably
necessary to reach a realistic view of this
If not then, the eighteenth century is now
the Age of Horace Walpole, thanks to Lewis'
efforts. Selections from Walpole's Library
run the gamut from The Satyricon to A
Compendius Course of Practical
Mathematicks Particularly Adapted to the
Use of Gentlemen of the Army and Navy.
Books printed at Walpole's own Strawberry
Hill Press, and on display in the Watkinson,
include An Account of Russia as it Was in
the Year 1710, An Essay on Modern Gar-
dening, Anecdotes on Painting in England,
and Walpole's own gothic novel Castle of
Otranto.
The art of letter writing hasn't been the
same since the pre-telephone years and
Walpole's correspondence to friends
everywhere touches on everything from
mountain climbing to predictions that
Rome's antiquities would not survive
beyond the century.
The Eighteenth Century, currently
dismissed by historians orjp more modern
or non-European interest, will eventually be
seen as more than a charming interim in the
history of significant events and ideas. The
Walpole collection will play the major role
too easily denigrated monarch. Romantic
simplifications for and against George III
are best put to rest by new biographies such
as Brooke's.
Though the eighteenth century is
frequently misinterpreted by those who
identify it soley with an affected manner,
the Wajpole display in the Watkinson is
History at its best.
The accomplishments of Wjlmarth S.
Lewis over the past forty years have been
adequately reported by the national press in
this anniversary year, A visit to the
Watkinson exhibition fortifies one's ap-
preciation of this man's work.
The selection of prints brought from
Farmington to ' Trinity proves Georgian
England to be as rollicking and unmannered
as any other era. This was the century of
Jacobite scares, the American Rebellion,
the French Revolution, Wesleyan
evangelism, Josiah Wedgwood, Adam
Smith, and Dr. Johnson. It's all in the prints
which range from political satire,
cityscapes, and family scenes.
Photo by Phil Bieluch
Photograph from the Walpole collection presently being shown in the
Watkinson Library.
A WRTC Record Review and Report
The Who Release New Conceptual Album
Quadrophenia, the Who's new album, is
yet another "concept" album from a group
which has in the past, devoted considerable
energy to unified albums. It is, perhaps,
their most successful attempt in this genre.
It deals with a young Mod, Jimmy, and his
.personal hassles during the period from
around '63 to '65, just about the height of the
Mod scene. His story, which is given manly
in his own words, is told twice. Once, on the
inside front cover of the album, in straight
prose, and again, in the lyrics of the songs
which make up the album. Thus, unlike
Tommy, which was obscure in places and
which left a lot to the imagination, here the
Who make sure you know what's going on.
Quadrophenia is also unlike Tommy in
that it is not really a rock "opera." The only
character who does any talking (or singing)
is Jimmy himself. The songs do not so much
tell a story as create an impressionistic view
of Jimmy's mind. The narrative and the
lyrics, therefore, do not repeat but rather
supplement one another. The narrative
provides a framework; the songs fill this
framework out and give a better idea of
what Jimmy is like.
Jimmy, it turns out, is rather complex.
There are at least four dominant facets to
his personality. Each of these is represented
by a theme; each theme is associated with
one member of the Who. <Hence, the title of
the album, which means "Four Voices;;).
These four' themes are repeated and
developed throughout the album and give
the production an organic unity. Though the
same themes constantly reappear, they
never create a sense of more repetition but
instead one of completeness, of wholeness.
After all this album is about (or really, is)
one guy's mind and the way it works through
his problems; you would expect the same
problems and the same ways of reacting to
them to appear over and over again. In this
way, music neatly complements subject
matter throughout the album.
Not only do the Who describe and act out
the events in Jimmy's life and mind, they
also form part of the background in which
these events take place. Remember, Jimmy
is a Mod and the Who were very much
associated with the Mods. "They were a
mod group. Well, mods liked them. They
weren't exactly mods, but mods did like
them," as Jimmy puts it, Aside from such
an overt reference, there are many musical
and lyrical allusions made to the Who of this
period. Some of them are pretty obvious
("Don't you know? Don't it show/I'm the
punk with the stutter./My my my my my
mmmm my my my/GGGG-g-g-g-g
generation."); some you almost need to
have been a Mod to notice; "Zoot suit, white
jacket with side vents/Five inches long." "I
am the face,/She has to know me." "I'm the
Face'V'Zoot Suit" was the Who's first
single, back in the days when they were
known as The High Numbers.
The Who not only describe Jimmy, a mid-
'60's mod, but themselves as well. The Who
are as much characters in this "story",
people to whom the mod scene was a vivid,
living thing, as they are the musicians who
are describing that scene. This self-
descriptive aspect of the album is discon-
certing, but necessary. Consider: the Who,
for whatever reason, have set out to
describe, in the person of one young boy,
what was going on with the mods in the
sixties. To be honest, to be true to that
purpose, they must include themselves in
the description as well.
I've spent a long time describing the
structural features of the album which
make it so interesting and, as I've said, their
most unified album to date(with the possible
exception of Side One of Who Sells Out,
which remains a gem). However, I've left
out the most pleasing feature of the album,
which is of course, the music. The character
of Jimmy provides a wonderful vehicle for
the Who (or rather Townshend, since all the
songs are his) to show off their range of
musical expression. Jimmy, who describes
himself as "bleeding quadrophenic," can
never quite decide what face to present to
the world; tough guy, romantic, beggar, or
whatever, and switches back and forth
between each of his personae throughout the
album. The Who follow him at every turn.
The hard-rocking Who is there, and so is the
lilting lovely Who. Townshend's lyrics are
generally very good and in one case ("Cut
My Hair") nearly brilliant. The songs are
more impressionistic and not as straight-
forward as Townshend's lyrics usually are,
but this merely reflects the impressionistic
nature of the album as a whole. For the most
part the individual songs work; in total, they
create a choerent picture of the complex of
emotions which is Jimmy.
If you can appreciate the Who as a damn
good band who can not only rock, but also
play some of the more beautiful music you'll
hear, you'll like this album. While it is by no
means flawless, it is quite good lyrically,
musically and conceptually. It's been over
two years since the last new Who album;
this one more than makes up for the wait.
WR TC May Return In Stereo \ F
The calls and telegrams are pourng «!•
Why is WRTC still off the air? How con.'
89.3 FM is silent? In answer to all these
questions, here is the current status of lh'-
college radio station:
WRTC's transmitter is 25 years old, and is
in the same condition a 25 year old Fora
would be in, dead. There is little hope that
the technical staff can pull off a Lazarus
stunt, but remotely there is the chance that
we will be back on the air later this weeK-
But even if we do get back on the air, tne
problem remains, our transmitter is °D'
solete.
The solution is to get a new transmitter.
WRTC is how trying to acquire the funds w
purchase this needed piece of equipment, '
we are successful we will have the ne«
transmitter, and be on the air again atr-
the Thanksgiving break. Then we y.u
continue with our normal broadcasting.ontiue wt
Even if we are able to revive our
h t e
g
clunker, there is no guarantee that we
be able to keep it going, so if we go on ian»
this week, we may be off again at any tin'
thereafter, until we get the new transmit"*;
The new transmitter will be a fine piece"
equipment, and should last for decades, a
also versatile enough to handle our tutu
plans. WRTC has decided to set up a goai»
going stereo, as we feel it is a necesgj>
step, if we are to be a viable radio-station
Shortly a committee will be set up to r»
the funds needed (11,000 dollars). Ho"""'
you will soon be able to listen to
stereo FM. , ,,
But as to the near future, don t
consistent broadcasintg until
Thanksgiving.
The American Film Theatre
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First Presentation-O'NeiU's 'Iceman9
By Ron Blitz
Last Monday, a new era in motion pic-
tures came into being- with the unveiling of
The American Film Theatre's initial of-
fering in each sector of the country. In the
Hartford area, we were fortunate recipients
of a rare and memorable event titled, "The
Iceman Cometh." If this is any indication of
the calibre of the rest of the series to come,
all the advance publicity proclaiming the
birth of a new concept in movie-going have
not been exaggerated.
It is normally the place of a reviewer to
comment cooly and reservedly on his
subject matter, making dutifully certain
that a superlative never enters into his
discussion. Well, after witnessing "The
Iceman" on the screen, I can say first,
without a second thought, that this is un-
doubtedly the finest screen version of an
O'Neill play ever produced. Secondly, I
cannot imagine this drama on the stage
any more of an impact than it possessed as a
film. The movie conveyed all the power of
the original without sacrificing the intimacy
of the theatre to the conventions of the
screen. And thirdly, in this, their first
production seen hereabouts, the American
Film Theatre showed that the concept of
filming famous plays can indeed work as
well in the execution as it sounds on paper.
For the duration of the film's four-hour
length, broken up only by two intermissions,
we were treated to the spectacle of some of
America's finest actors romping their way
through what must surely rank as one of the
undying masterpieces of the American
stage. O'Neill's multi-leveled drama details
the attempt of a character named Hickey to
wake up the down-and-out inhabitants of
Harry Hope's Last Chance Saloon to the
foolishness of their pipe dreams. Having
recently abandoned the bottle as a result of
casting out his own pipe dreams, Hickey
now feels it his duty to reveal to the other
derelicts how to similarly discover peace of
mind.
The only catch for Hickey is that while in
the process of "rehabilitating" his friends,
he lets slip the actual manner in which he
finally put his nagging pipe dreams to death,
and at the same time, discovers that he had
not stripped himself of the last and most
brutal one of all. For four solid hours, we
watched Hickey talk himself to doom and
there was never a moment when I found my
attention lagging from the screen. O'Neill
peopled Harry's bar with the most in-
credible collection of characters,
fascinating to observe, and never once, for
an instant, let them out from under his
control. Every role is emminently actable
and each provides an opportunity for a
virtuoso performance by a talented player.
Is it any wonder then that the transition
from stage to screen could not alter the
power of O'Neill's vision and the scope of his
mighty play?
The American Film Theatre handled
"The Iceman Cometh" in a fashion I would
describe as neither theatre nor cinema. It
was not pure theatre in the sense that a
stationary camera did not merely record the
movements of actors on a stage, nor was it
cinema in the manner of lush scenery and
exteriors, a background score to add em-
phasis to the action, and a cameraman to
show us the sweep of his amazing
photography. What we were handed was
Eugene O'Neill on a silver platter. We
witnessed his beautiful play being per-
formed by top-notch actors and directed by
the skillful hands of John Frankenheimer,
played as it should be played, with no
cinematic frills. The camera placed us in
the center of the action, but its purpose was
essentially to record, not to impress. The
play never moved outside the gloomy flop-
house, never strayed upstairs to the men's
quarters, never ventured with Harry Hope
into the street for his first walk around the
ward in twenty years. With admirable
restraint, Frankenheimer added nothing to
"The Iceman" that would have been in
violation of O'Neill's original intentions. He
did, of course, subtract an unessential
character named Mosher, but the play did
not suffer for this slight alteration. I hope
that is elimination was effected for an ar-
tistic reason, as opposed to an economic one,
since American Film Theatre is operating
on a highly limited budget. All the major
stars involved agreed to work for a fraction
of their normal salaries out of love for the
material they were to perform. But it would
be a foolish procedure to wantonly cut out
characters as an economy measure in
future productions, thereby contradicting
their apparent intention of presenting the
unaltered words of the playwright as food
for thought.
There were many dazzling performances
in this film. Frederic March's vivid por-
trayal of Harry Hope is one I will not soon
forget; his slurred Irish speech, his deafness
feigned at moments when he preferred not
to hear what was being said, his slow,
measured pace, all added up to an
This Week in the Arts
ON CAMPUS
FILMS:
Tonight, 8 p.m., Trinity Review Society,
Songs, fiction, poetry, journal readings,
wine and cheese, all welcome.
. . Tonight: I Am A Fugitive From a Chain
'"s Gang (7:30); Black Legion (9:15).
con
tl«f Wednesday through Saturday: Oklahoma
of* Crude (7:30)
and' Let the Good Times Roll (9:35) (Stereo
1 Fort Sound!).
,-} Sunday through Tuesday: Wednesday's
J ^ Child (7:30);
*'lU Caesar and Rosalie (9:35).
>s °* Hillel Presents "The Fixer", Saturday,
,M 7:30, McCook; free.
Bids* DRAMA:
ientf
,e f Life One-Acts in Goodwin Thea t re a t 4:15:
i all; Tuesday - "The Lovliest Afternoon of the
e vl Year" .
a0 "Next ."
ur« Fr iday: "The Dust of t h e ' R o a d , " The
ve*» Fantastic Foundling".
life' Monday: "Calm Down Mother ,"
y V Rhode Island Feminist Thea t re ; Nov. 11,
n,P 2:30, Washington Room-"Taking Off."
ifllt MUSIC: ' "
goais
 & u n d a y , 4 p . m . , Goodwin T h e a t r e , a
•esstf DC t u r e a n d recital by Arthur Gold and
•t0 S ° b e r t Fizdale, pianist, selections by Satie,
' raiS Stravinsky, Rieti, Debussy, Poulenc. Free
pefull!; a h o u 8 h y°u should reserve seats).
*VIi Postludes: Organ, Walter Lawn, 10:30,
exp(d Nov. 7, Chapel.
af"^ EXHIBITS:
. "Painting, Graphic and Sculpture", 3rd
Floor, AAC.




Hartford Stage Company presents
"Getting Married," George Barnard Shaw,
starting November 9 through December 16.
Students Tickets - $2.50.
Yale School of Drama: Edward II by
Brecht, November 13 through 17 at Yale
Repertory Theatre, 222 York St., New
Haven.
Bushnell: "Two Gentremen of Verona",
November 19. 8 p.m.
BALLET:
Villella-McBride Duo, November 11, 8
p.m. opening "Dance at the Bushnell "
series. Call 246-6807.
OPERA:
II Trovatore opening at Bushnell
Memorial November 14, with Richard
Tucker at 8 p.m.
Goodspeed Opera House: El Capitain,
through November 11.
MUSIC:
Hartford Symphony Orhcestra, Malcolm
Frager, pianist at 8:15.
FILMS:
November 8, Three films by Nicholas
Doob, 7:30, $1.00, New American Film
maker.
November 9-10, Highlights of the 10th Ann
Arbor Film Festival, 7:30 and 9:45, $1.00.
Coming: Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm!,
November 17,..
altogether memorable performance. (I
believe Mr. March is incapable of turning in
a poor one.) Robert Ryan's portrayal of
Larry Slade, one of the last before his recent
death, only added emphasis to the fact that
we have lost a truly great actor in his per-
son. His character was hard, bitter, and a
remote and objective observer of the world
around him. It was ajcharacterization full of
skill and the unmistakeable Robert Ryan
style. He will be sorely missed.
Lee Marvin's Hickey was good, but I
would have liked to see a little more of the
carnival barker bravura which Jason
Robards put into the role. It was a little
difficult to see how, even when drunk, these
men could have enjoyed Hickey's company
in the past. He tended only to grate on the
nerves. It was an ambitious role for Lee
Marvin to tackle and he managed to imbue
the part with a fine professional polish. I
liked Bradford Dillman's as a shaking Willie
Oban and was surprised at his versatility as
an actor. He usually plays the smooth-
talking bad guy and this role revealed a
theatrical talent that has not been fully
mined. Moses Gunn's Joe was likeable and
appropriately pathetic. I also liked Jeff
Bridges' portrait of Don Parritt. It is a
difficult role and he handled it well for a
relative newcomer. It will be interesting to
observe his future development as an acto.
Probably the most amusing charac-
terization was that of Hugo Kalmar, done by
Sorrell Booke. He never failed to inject
humor and pathos into his few scenes. All
the other supporting roles were played well,
and there was not a single weak per-
formance to be witnessed.
John Frankenheimer's direction was
subtle and subdued. The movie was shot
from the perspective of the liquor bottles on
the tables and the sight of alcohol was
always imposingly present. The directing
revealed a remarkable attention to detail. A
quick glimpse of the wedding band on
Harry's hand signifying his relationship to a
woman dead for twenty years and the
contrasting sight of the many pale and
sickly faces of the derelicts to the ruddy,
glowing complexion of Hickey were among
the precise directoral touches of
Frankenheimer. He bathed the scene in
muted blacks and browns, adding a very
somber air to the proceedings. I particularly
liked* the shot of Hickey's initial entrance
into the back room of the bar, casting color
and sunlight into the midst of the gloom. The
emotional pacing was well done, building
logically to climaxes such as the scene
where Joe brandishes a broken bottle at the
bartender, and dropping off into silences
induced by drunken stupors. It appeared to
take Frankenheimer a little while to fully
gain control. At the beginning of the film,
the combination of long shots and garbled
speech made it difficult for a while to
comprehend what was transpiring. But once
the camera moved in for its first hard, close
look at the chiseled face of Robert Ryan,
forcing the audience into the lives of these
men, Frankenheimer never relaxed his
grasp on the play for an instant. All the other
technical credits were well executed except
for an occasional tendency of the facial
coloring .to fade in and out.
On the whole, this, the first film ever
made of "The Iceman Cometh", was an
exciting success. (The play was originally
produced in New York in 1946. It was sub-
sequently revived in the now-legendary 1956
Circle in the Square production which
catapulted Jason Robards to stardom and
touched off the whole O'Neill renaissance
which we are still in the throes of today. In
fact, The Circle in the Square, now a
Broadway producing organization, is
mounting their second revival of the play
next month with. James Earl Jones cast in
the role of Hickey.)
At any rate, individual tickets for future
American Film Theatre presentations can
now be purchased at the box-office
preceeding each performance. Next othe
agenda is Harold Pinter's "The
Homecoming," complete with original
London cast and director, to be screened
November 12th and 13th.
If future productions are nearly as
satisfying as the first, realizing as fully the
potential of this new marriage of stage and
screen, the American Film Theatre might
well have a gigantic success story on their
hands.
Photo by Lloyd Waif
Wendy Perron in GAP, during the Faculty dance Concert Friday and
Saturday nights in Goodwin Theatre.
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Whose Literary Review Are You?
New Editor Changes Magazine Format
In the past, there have been many com-
plaints about how the Review has been run
and about the material that gets printed in
the magazine, Critics have said that the
Review is an elitist magazine that caters
only to the works of those writers who are
friends of the editors. As a result, it was felt
that only the poetry and fiction of the
"poetry elite" was publshed in the
magazine.
This year's editor, Gigi Bradford has tried
to overcome some of these criticisms by
changing the format of the Review. Instead
of having only one editor, this year the
Review has a board of people who will
decide on the material to be printed in the
magazine.
In addition to this, the Trinity Review
Society has been recreated. The purpose of
this society, which has readings every two to
three weeks, is to get everyone who is
writing or interested in writing on the
Trinity campus out into the open. If there is
going to be a poetry elite, this year we want
it to consist of everyone who is interested.
There has been an effort made to open these
readings up to anyone who is interested.
There has also been an effort made to
convince the Trinity community that all
material submitted to the Review will be
gratefully accepted and impartially con-
sidered for printing in the magazine. In
return we have been faced with an un-
nerving silence.
The deadline for submitting material to
the first issue of the Review is November 16,
only a few weeks away, And at the moment
there are barely enough contributions to the
magazine to make it worth the effort to
bring it to the printers. There is a lot of good
writing being produced on this campus.
Over sixty people are enrolled in writing
classes. Four students from Trinity won a
national contest last year with stories that
the Review never saw a line of,
Where are these people?
Some people are worried that if their work
is printed in the Review they will not be able
to submit it to another magazine. This is not
true since the Review is not a national
magazine. Others have said they would not
like their work published in the Review
because they don't feel the magazine is
worth it, or because they don't like the tone
of the poetry that is printed in it. But the
material that is printed cannot be changed
until more people start to submit. Everyone
has to pay for the Review anyway, so it
seems like more people should take an in-
terest in it. And now that the editors of the
Review are making an effort to overcome
the problems they have heard voiced in the
past, it is time for those people who have
constructive criticism about the way the
Review is run to help us change its image,
If you have any strong feelings about the
way the Review can be changed to make
people take an interest in it, please contact
us through Box 19 (which is also the box
number for submissions.)
If anyone is interested in reading, either
poetry, fiction or drama, or singing at any of
the Review Society Readings, please drop a
note in box 391. The next reading will be on
Tuesday November 6 at 8:00 in Alumni
Lounge. Everyone is welcome, especially
those willing to support the Review, through
submissions to the magazine or the desire to
participate in the readings,
Addemdum from Review Editor: The
Trinity Review has received virtually no
submissions, In order for us to publish a
literary magazine, we must have material!
Submit art, photographs, prose, poetry,
drama, etc. before the November 16
deadline to Box 19.
We need material of all kinds! Submit!
Letter From The Editor
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Gwen Parry and Phil Riley in John Guare's "The Lovliest Afternoon of the
Year"directed by Brien McElenytoday at 4:15 in Goodwin Theatre,
My aim, as Arts Editor this year is to
inform, intrigue, and if possible, excite the
Trinity Community as to the many op-
portunities available, not only on campus,
but in the Hartford area, of participating in
the Arts. This week, two projects have been
brought to my attention essentially because
of the appalling apathy with which they
have been received.
The first is the total non-interest that has
been shown in the Literary Review. Through
a series of announcements both in The
Tripod and on posters all over campus, it
has been made abundantly clear that the
Editors are looking for the many kinds of
creative work being done on campus. It is
inexcusable that there has not been more of
a response. Whether this is due to modesty,
doubts about the quality of your work
(either in the literary area or in the Fine
Arts) or merely disdain over a "mere"
college publication, I am urging you to
submit any and all material that even at one
time you might have wanted to share with
someone. This is YOUR Literary Review,
for you and by you, so take an interest.
The second area of relative apathy is in
the Rome Campus program. Has it really
not struck home that you can spend a
semester in Italy stydying Art, Literature,
History, culinary delights, Opera, the
Italian people, Cinema, and a crazy, won-
derful, totally different way of living and
system of values for the same price as a
semester here and get college credit for
it'?!? I pesonally and enthusiastically
recommend this program as being one of the
most exciting things Trinity has to offer.
Do you really not have time to take off
from your serious study of Psychology,
Literature, Sociology, etc, to add perhaps a
new perspective to them and to yourself.
That this is being offered to you on a silver
platter and not being grabbed at by hun-
dreds of people on this campus is a mystery
to me.
Although I realize that springtime in
Rome, Italy, the Eternal City which has
lured millions for thousands of years, may
not remotely compare with springtime in
Hartford, Connecticut, la capitale d'In-
surance, but why not take a chance?
The deadline for applications is November
16 and there are still some places open for
spring term. Talk with anyone who has been
on the program if you are not convinced, or
speak with Director Michael Carnpo.
Shake yourselves up a bit.
One-Acts
The Lift One-Acts begin this afternoon
with John Guare's "The Loveliest Afternoon
of the year," directed by Brian McEleny.
Following this is "Next", written by
Terrence McNally and directed by Mitch
Karlan. These two one acts will "lift off" the
series of productions directed by Drama
Majors in David Eliet's directing class.
On Friday, the double bill will include
"The Dust of the Road", directed by Leslie
Polluck and written by Kenneth Goodman.
This will be1 followed by George Bernard
Shaw's "The Fantastic Foundling,"
directed by Tim Warren.
Megan Terry's "Calm Down Mother" will
end the series on Monday. This is under the
direction of Mercy Cook.
The plays which are being performed in
the Goodwin Tneatre in the Austin Arts
Center, begin at 4:15,
This is an exciting representative of
creative work going on at Trinity College.
Everyone is urged to attend the productions.
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Carol Livinqston and Peter Phinney in "Next", directed by Mitch Karlan and written by Terence McNaiiy.
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"Wild Blue Yonder"-Off They Go
By Your Leave v
By
Although the expansive vault of the
heavens did not tumble forth in shimmering
cascades from their hands, Wild Blue
Yonder, formerly Sloth (Trinity's former
three-hangers), provided an interesting and
entertaining show at the Mather Board of
Governors' Cabbage Night Dance in the
Washington Room. Those who didn't attend
(thinking that this was the same old Sloth,
who were studiously grinding their noses
off, or who thought Tuesday was a stupid
night to have a dance, etcetera) missed a
pretty -good band and a chance to chase
away the midweek blues.
Wild Blue Yonder has improved in every
respect except one. Their vocals have
become quite listenable, at times even
excellent, as on the Beach Boys' "I Can
Hear Music." Diane Loffmin, their new
female vocalist has a strong and com-
manding voice which helps fill out the
band's former hollow and choppy sound.
Particularly improved was Sam Graham's
lead guitar work. Many of his solos had an
individual touch, with a definite direction
and fairly carefully defined, but original,
structure. Jamie Evans has improved his
rhythmic direction of their sound, adding a
set of textures that was desperately needed
in their old college days. He still tends to get
bogged down in standard rock and roll riffs
however, which makes their music have a
rather repetitious mood - the old rock and
roll backbeat. Bobby Baldwin is still playing
well as the band's rhythm guitarist, and
tastefully supplements Sam on a lot of the
dual interweaving leads that appeared in
much of their material.
The arrangements of their songs, both
original and borrowed, were well rounded
and occasionally clever. Particularly good
was "Sea of Rain" by Roy Dudley, and Bob
Baldwin's "Another Light." There were
problems though. The band still has a
tendency to get sloppy, to lay back and let
the coherency of the sound get out of control.
A couple of numbers had holes so big, that
when the expected (and needed) chords only
half-heartedly and belatedly appeared, in
the words of Pierce Gardner, their bass
player, "You could have driven a truck
through them."
Their original numbers, which comprise
about 20% of their present act, contribute
greatly to the quality of the set. They make
an honest, if not always completely suc-
cessful, attempt to play music. Although
they haven't entirely cast aside boogie
music (to which their dancing audience will
attest with tired feet), their attempt to
explore the great. Whatever with some has
become a major part of their show. Some of
these instrumental had interesting chord
patterns, and solos which explored some
new and sometimes beautiful variations
made possible by the more complex chord
structure of these pieces. Unfortunately,
these pieces were a bit too repetitious, as if
the author (and the soloist) had found one or
a few interesting progressions, and then
played around with them, hoping to find
some other equally or more interesting set
of sounds and had been unable to find them.
Since this material was presented at a
dance, the repetition went unnoticed, and
perhaps was suitable, but in the context of
music being a communicative emotional
expression, an art, these pieces were un-
satisfactory. They had fine moments, yes,
but were not complete statements; there
wasn't quite enough there. This criticism is
not a "fault-finding one though-any attempt
at art, if honest, is worthwhile. It can only
help, as it can certainly not do any harm.
Some attempts at art are more successful
than other attempts which should not go to
demean the efforts of those without the
creative powers of a Beethoven, Chopin,
Zappa or Coltrane. Quack quack.
The only real criticism that can be
levelled against Wild Blue Yonder is that
they have abaondoned some of their funk
and spirit on their quest for musical im-
provement. Possibly playing night after
night on the road has kept the band from
really being interested in putting a piece of
their soul into each number, but that's
what any audience expects and deserves.
One shouldn't have to wait until tne last set
to wait for the music to even begin to cook.
Mechanical music is all right for
mechanical audiences, human feeling,- is
what's needed to get across to one's
listeners; it's Mississippi Fred McDowell's
secret. Although he and other primitijfe
artists are unable to grip you through force
of the structure of their music alone, the fact
that they put so much of themselves into
their music makes them great. Wild Blue
Yonder is certainly not an emotionless band,
far from it, but some of their old vigor and
power that they displayed in their rather
raunchy days as Sloth, is gone. They have
the makings of a very good band right now,
and are well on their way to achieving a high
degree of competence. They play well, write
well, and are pretty neat guys. If they can
keep improving as much as they have in the
last year, Wild Blue Yonder should be really
an excellent band.
"Wild Blue Yonder" posing before Tuesday night dance in the Washington Room.
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Dining in Hartford: Win Some, Lose Some
By Howard Johnson
Exactly two years ago, a glowing review
of the Edelweiss Restaurant on 980 Far-
mington Avenue in West Hartford Center
appeared in the Tripod. These reviewers are
sorry to say that they are unable to reaffirm
the observations' made at that time. The
menu offers a selection of Swiss, Italian,
German and French cuisine. For entrees,
we sampled a veal schnitzel, Viennese style,
and baked stuffed jumbo shrimps. Un-
fortunately, the veal was not as tender as it
might have been, and the fried egg topping
was overdone. The jumbo shrimp weren't
although their good taste made up for their
modest size.
The side dish vegetables were no less than
culinary disasters. Both the turnips and
mashed potatoes were over-pureed and the
peas were overcooked. But the salad with
house dressing was good, and the well-
seasoned warm garlic bread was excellent.
On a mid-week night these reviewers
tound the Edelweiss busy, noisy and
smokey. The Tripod review of two years
ago, which hangs framed on the wall, stated
that the decor lent itself to intimate dining;
the restaurant is, at best, small and well-
decorated. The clientele largely consisted of
families.
We are sorry that we were unable to
sample more of the "Edelweiss
Specialties," mostly veal or wurst dishes,
including a Veal Cordon Bleu, which our
waitress swore by, as did a couple who
claimed this was their favorite dish at the
Edelweiss. The fondues - Cheese Vaudoise
and Beef Bourguigonne - looked like fun, and
are made for at least two people who agree
on ordering the dish.
For desert we tried pies - blueberry and
pecan - both of which were passable as was
the coffee. To put things in perhaps a clearer
perspective, the Edelweiss has been a
regular with Trinity students and their
parents for parent's and homecoming
weekends for many years. In addition, the
patrons of the Edelweiss we spoke to
seemed convincingly loyal. Therefore, it
seems possible that our limited sampling
may have given us a wrong impression. It
might be a good idea to visit the Edelweiss
for the fondue, which as far as can be
discerned, is the only one in the Hartford
area. Edelweiss' prices are standard. A
variety of imported swiss and german beers
is available.
Our impressions of the Edelweiss may
have partly been formed because of the
contrast we saw to the Hearthstone
Restaurant, where we had dined the
previous night. For your next splurge we
highly recommend The Hearthstone on 680
Maple Avenue, only a few blocks away.
Though entrees are available for as little as
$4 (spaghetti) and as high as $12 (rack of
lamb or steak) many are available in the $6-
8 range. There is a good selection of seafood,
poultry, game and chops. We tried a superb
whole Rock Cornish Game Hen with
Cherrysauee and Wild Rice ($7.50). Brought
to the table on a cart, a production was
made of carving the bird, and warming the
, components of the meal on a chafing dish.
This selection was worth the required 40
minute wait. Freshly cooked spinach
complimented the excellent entree. We also
sampled a veal Cordon Blue (sic), prepared
in an Italian manner - the ham of which
there was too much, was prosciutto, and the
cheese, of which there was too little, was
parmigiana. The veal was a little disap-
pointing in tenderness, but the entree on the
whole was excellent. Besides generally fine
food, one of the most appealing aspects of
the Hearthstone is the atmosphere, which
although formal allows for easy con-
versation. There are comfortable, high
backed booths.
We had cheesecake topped with
strawberries and rumcake for desert. Both
were delicious. We lingered for a long time
without being disturbed over coffee. For
twenty dollars, two people can experience
"one of America's finest eating places."
Nationally reputed, the Hearthstone may be
Hartford's best. Their baked stuffed shrimp
also come highly recommended and are on
our list for our next visit to the Hearthstone.
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Cry "Wolf"
The residents of Trinity College must stop
playing around with this campus' fire
alarms. The Hartford Fire Department
covers Trinity virtually as a favor. Abuse of
this favor could be extremely costly to
Trinity students as well as the tax-paying
members of Hartford.
The situation has reached its peak in the
past week or two. Four false alarms have
been turned on in this period. No, the
alarms do not cost Trinity anything in the
short run. But they cost the taxpayers of the
City of Hartford between $300 and $500 each,
We, the editorial board, urge the College
community to actively support Wed-
nesday's and Thursday's letter-writing
campaign. Each individual who feels Nixon
is threatening the democratic system, must
express support for his resignation and/or
impeachment.
As individuals, your power to influence
national movements comes in numbers. We
can show our mass support for Nixon's
impeachment and/or resignation through
efforts, such as letter-writing. Influence this
national movement by writing a letter.
***
in terms of manpower and equipment costs.
Furthermore they occupy fire companies so
that a real alarm turned in could not be
answered promptly: the result could be
lives lost and property damage sustained
unnecessarily.
Admittedly, outsiders have access to a
few of the alarms, but Trinity students are
undoubtedly responsible for most of them, A
few years ago the Fire Chief of Hartford,
dismayed and angered by the plethora of
false alarms at Trinity, threatened to take
Power
Where are the caring students of this
College? Does a true movement and feeling
to impeach the President exist? To show
that the movement does exist, and that you
do care, we urge you to contact the coor-
dinators of the impeachment efforts, which
are listed on page three of this week's
TRIPOD.
** *
We are dismayed at the lack of interest on
the part of the administration and faculty of
this College to take an active role con-
cerning this issue. We would like to see the
faculty conduct class discussions on the
implications and crisises involved in this
issue. By conducting these discussions, it
the campus off the alarm system. This
would have forced Trinity to incur the high
cost of installing a private system, in which
a fire alarm would be checked out by
Security guards, and finally, if there were a
fire, the Department would be called. In the
interval you could lose your valuables.
If anyone thinks it is fun to play with other
people's money and perhaps lives, and pulls
a fire alarm, he is a criminal. We hope he is
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. It
is not a game, it is a crime. The irrespon-
sibility must stop.
would increase student, faculty, and ad-
ministration awareness of each other's
thoughts and views concerning the recent
actions of the executive branch.
The faculty and administration, who feel
the President should be impeached, par-
ticipate actively in this movement by
writing letters and by petitioning support
for Nixon's impeachment. We also urge you
to contact the students listed on page three
of this week's TRIPOD.
***
Let us, the academic community, work
together actively to maintain individual




There are many lovely things about moral
outrage: it speeds up circulation and gets
that good adrenalin flowing. It does not,
however, promote clear-headedness, and I
humbly suggest that we could use a little of
that.
We face a constitutional crisis which is
fast becoming an adolescent emotional
crisis, Many of us accuse Nixon of ob-
structing justice. What are we doing if we
assume his guilt without a trial? Our
president has made himself somewhat
unpopular by claiming to be above the law.
How much are we contributing to a rule of
law if we spring for the jugular simply
because we don't like him? There are so
many good reasons to want him out of office.
Since I will certainly be accused of
political bias, let me state my bias now. I
favor the impeachment of Richard Nixon,
and I see the need for a major constitutional
revision to limit the power of government
officials and to maximize their ac-
countability to the people. The ideals at
stake are freedom and justice. These will
not be served if we turn this campaign into a





ConnPIRG is working on its first project,
involving the Southern New England
Telephone Company (SNET Co). During the
next two weeks, each resident student will
receive a "ConnPIRG Telephone Survey".
The ciuestionnaire is a short one and it is
important that you fill it out honestly, as the
results from the Trinity survey will
determine whether ConnPIRG will follow
this format throughout the state. The pur-
pose of the survey is explained on a sheet
accompanying the questionnaire. Please
return your completed questionnaire to your
RA. If there is no RA in your building, return
the questionnaire to the box marked Conn-







course, during the rest of our 24-game
schedule.
Sincerely,




We would like to extend our thanks to all
those 500 plus who attended our midnite
Halloween party at the Ferris Athletic
Center. We appreciate the warm, initial
enthusiasm and support which has enabled
us to start the season off on a good note, and
hope you had as much fun as we did! One
thing is certain, and that is, SPIRIT does
exist at Trinity College, but it just needs to
be cultivated. This turn-out has proven that
this SPIRIT is ready and willing to be let out
of its cage.
Our first game will be on Nov. 30 at 7 p.m.,
against Central Connecticut, over at the
University of Hartford gym, and we promise
the same enjoyable evening there, and pf
'top-40'
To the Editor: •
After a couple years of taking it easy, I m
ready to "hit the charts" again. Check out
these song lyrics. '
"I hit you,
You hit me,
We both act too brutally.
Brutality, that's all we know.
I hit you, and your bruises show.
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Sidetwtham, Sam Thayer, Alex Trocker, Kit Woodward,
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Women and Humor
By Judy Lederer and Sara Throne
Seems that a lot of the sexual politics on campus take
place at lunchtime. Shortly after last week's Tripod
came out with that article on Freshman male roadies,
we were joined by a number of different men at lunch
who, when the article was discussed, charged that
women here (you women libbers) have no sense of
humor. All that these men and those that wrote the
article demand is that Trinity women laugh at an
image of intelligent womanhood. The authors of the
'roadies' article characterize intelligent women as 1)
wearing makeup 2) wearing bras 3) using underarm
deodorant and evidently their definition of intelligence
is "stringing two sentences together" and
"progressing past Spiderman comics". Furthermore,
if you're lucky enough to fit into this stringent
definition of intelligence, girls, be prepared to be
characterized as Mother Hens or Julie Nixon
Eisenhowers! Although this portrait of womanhood is
poor in execution (as, we suppose, are these young
men) it is insulting and derogatory toward women.
Now as long as women on this campus and women in
the United States are a minority - whether second class
citizens in number, status, or both- anyone who asks us
to laugh at ourselves for having acquired the personal
and intellectual traits that internally and externally
help us combat discrimination is being a male
supremist. We'd like to impress upon men on this
campus that to demand self-effacing, if not
masochistic self-humor is insensitive at best. It
issobvious, on a daily basis, that this fundamental level
of sensitivity is missing.
By the way, if you'd like to know more about why no
one should demand self-humor from the women's
movement, read this month's Ms: "Did you know that
the women's movement has no sense of humor? " If you
don't knowhere the Ms. is, it is in the library. In fact
you're invited to come to the TWO library to read this
article and any other feminist literature.
Now, we happen to have felt that the 'Roadies' ar-
ticle may have expressed the poor intelligence self
image of these men- whether this was their intention or
not. We do hope that men on campus are not in-
tellectually intimidated by women. This is certainly
not the final purpose of the women's movement, and
moreover, such a situation does not enhance in-
terpersonal relationships on campus. Although we
believe that the* purpose of TWO is to deal with the
personal, political and intellectual position of women
at Trinity and the larger society, the end effect of the
women's movement is to encourage hunan liberation
by providing a basis of equality upon which men and
women can deal with each other humanly.
If Dogs Run Free
By Matt Moloshok
"The tapes have vanished, Mr. President, sir," said
the young agent.
The President looked up from his desk. "Tapes?" he
asked slowly. "What tapes?"
The agent' was taken aback. "The tapes of con-
versations within your office, sir. The tapes the courts
are looking for."
"I don't understand," the President said. "What
tapes are these?"
"Why, the tapes of conversations between you and
John W. Dean III, the former White House counsel."
"John who?"
"John Dean."
The President scratched his head. "I don't know
anybody by that name."
The agent was becoming exasperated. "Sir, he
worked here in the White House for three years. You
put him in charge of the Watergate investigation."
"Hmm, that sounds familiar," said the President.
"Wasn't that the T.V.A.-type project we tried in..."
"No, no," said the agent. "That's the place where the
Democratic Party had its national headquarters."
"The Democratic party...Gee, all these things sound
real familiar but I can't seem to remember any of
Reel to Real
them clearly," the President said. "What was the
Democratic Party?"
The agent explained patiently, "It was I mean it is a
group of men who disagree with many of your
policies."
"They disagree with me?" asked the President in-
credulously. "They must be evil men. Fortunately,
they must be a very small group of little consequence.
Otherwise, I should have heard of them."
''But Mr. President, their party is larger than your
party," said the agent. "And you have heard of them.
You have frequently met with some of their leaders:
Hubert Humphrey, Edward Muskie, Edward Kennedy,
and George McGovern."
"Hmm, well if you say so," said the President. "Can
, you show me a picture of any of these men? Maybe it
would job my memory."
The agent looked around the room and grabbed a
back issue of the New York Times. He flicked through
the pages. He shook his head. "I don't understand it,"
he said. "I know there was a picture of Sam Ervin in
that paper. He was standing with a group of reporters.
I see the reporters but I can't seem to find Sam Ervin.''
"There's another name that I can't quite place."
"Me either," said the agent nervously. "Well what
should we do about the tapes?"
"There you go again," said the President. "I still"
don't know what tapes you're talking about."
"I wish I could explain it to you, Mr. President," said
the agent. "Look, do you have any history books here?
I'm sure that something on recent American politics
would include Hubert Humphrey's name."
"Sure, take a look" the President said, tossing the
Making of the President 1968 under his nose.
The agent thumbed through it. "But I don't un-
derstand," said the agent. "Humphrey ran against you
in 1968 but it says in here you ran unopposed.''
The President sat back and laughed. "Someone
opposed me? That's a good one. No one has had the
arrogance to stand up against me since I've been in
office. The American people are like children. You just
have to treat them finnly. Spare the rod and spoil the
child."
As he spoke, a large worm emerged from his desk
and another came in from the wall. Each was mun-
ching on magnetic tape. Yet a third slowly ate all the
books.
"Now," said the President. "You were saying
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(-Once Upon A Face
Hairy Folk
By Wild BUI Monkey and Hopalong Bone
We brothers are a hairy folk
Who like to drink until we choke
Loving all like friend and brother
And hardly ever burn each other
Ever horny, ever thirsty
Never stop till belly's bursting
Drinking Schlitzes, Schaeffer's, Buds,
A merry race of boring duds.
Sing: Gobble Gobble Gulp Gulp
Gobble Gobble Gulp Gulp
Brothers studly at the dance
Like to think we could get in her pants
Ever gay, we'll never grow up
Come and sing and play and throw up. CH. •
As anyone who lives and/or attempts to sleep on
Vernon Street is aware, this past week Trinity's
Fraternities have finished their annual ritual of
initiating their new "brothers". The chosen are now
privy to all sorts of dark mysteries. They have mottos,
secret signs, songs, mystic rites, and insignias. More
importantly, they can now get large amounts of beer
cheaply, and what Frat is not based on a firm, foamy
foundation.
To be sure, the fraternities show a high degree of
interest in the affairs of the college. For instance the
immediate confiscation of approximately two hundred
and fifty dollars worth of Tripods, to the exclusion of its
other readers, can only be a sign of their continuing
devotion to the equal rights of all. The spectacle which
was displayed for us last week was well timed, the
brothers were disguised as adults. Stopping and sitting
on cars can, of course, be interpreted as an anti-Nixon
political protest, but your average fratman is as
concerned with political developments as a penguin is
with airconditioning.
Actually the initiation can be a deeply moving ex-
perience, particularly if the "pledge" has had a large
meal before the ceremony; Well, a colorful experience
anyway. Once initiated, the new and old brothers
generally indulge in some binding experience meant to
symbolize and cement their new relationship. This
done with, they shower, clean-up, and continue the
festivities.
What can'we say about the subtlety and savoir-faire
of the brothers? Essentially nonexistant. Usually the
public is gifted with a demonstration of fraternal en-
thusiasm, which is about as welcome as the en-
thusiasm shown by the Huns when they arrived in
Rome without an invitation, This is often found on the
Long Walk or Vernon Street, in accompaniment with a
cannon.
Frat men are distinctive at mixers. Just like a dead
fish under the floorboards, you can always tell they are
there. They are willing to treat the little lovelies with
their majestical appearance. They are also ready,
willing and able to make complete fools of themselves,
the basic configuration of which being approximated
by a fire-water crazed Apache, dressed by Brooks
Brothers and L. L. Bean. The brothers descend upon
the mixer like the locusts upon Egypt, and they mop up
the supply of existing beverage faster than two tons of
Bounty Towels. Unfortunately, they have far greater
difficulty holding it for very long.
As well as infecting mixers at other schools, the
brothers often throw great parties here at Trinity. A
good time can be had, particularly by those who do not
attend. When these gatherings are not too loud, too
crowded, and the people aren't too stewed, things can
go fairly well. This balance state sometimes is at-
tained, but it doesn't last long and everyone ignores it,
Frat men are not all jocks. They are not all WASPs!
Nor are they all rich, some only own one car. They are
usually well dressed and well mannered, sometimes
using a fork to eat with, Essentially some brothers
picture themselves as a combination of Humphrey
Bogart, Shaft, and William Buckley. They are
probably closer to Wally Cox, Roy Wilkins, and John
Birch.
The Fraternities view themselves as high-minded,
enlightened institutions, who maintain the best of the
past while remaining at the front of today's social
movement, For instance, they will tell you right away
that 0.J. Simpson is a hell of a runner, Cassius Clay is
the best fighter of our times, Lew Alcindor has
revolutionized basketball, and Diana Ross deserves
both a Grammy and an Oscar. They generally think
bagels are just dandy, especially dunked in coffee, or
even better, beer. However, lox is something that
belongs on doors.
As institutions, fraternities are very good for
prolonging adolescence, sometimes into the late for-
ties. Their motto was first expounded by Peter Pan,
and they have done well to follow it against great
pressure to mature. We recognize their right to choose
their members and to conduct themselves as they
please, however we ask the rest of the college com-
munity to handle the brotherhood with sympathy and
understanding, as well as rubber gloves,
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Declaration Of Impeachment
We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men and women are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among people, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the
governed.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience has shown that
mankind is more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right them-
selves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariable
the same object, evinces a design to rea. ce
them under absolute despotism, it is tht>
right, it is their duty, to throw off such a
government, and to provide new guards for
their future security.
The history of this President of the United
Bass needed for established, progressive
group, must be fast, imaginative, rhyth-
mically excellent and willing to work,
Connecticut and Boston. Available
pending replacement of former.
537-1834 or 233-1995
COWBOY TEX
search - dances for BLUE
MEANY
Did BLUE MEANY mean it?
203-346-9996
HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES
120 North 8th Street
Camden, New Jersey 08102
Telephone: (609)365-7857
24 Hour Mail Orders of Quality Material
Complete With Bibliography & Foot-
notes Lowest Prices GUARANTEED -
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MUSIC BOOKS & SHEETS
7 South Main Street
West Hartford Center
236-4439
States, Richard Milhous Nixon, is a history
of repeated injuries and usurpations, all
having in direct object the establishment of
absolute tyranny over these states.
To prove this let the facts be submitted to
a candid world.
•He has conspired with others to
manipulate the 1972 Presidential Elections
by committing acts of espionage and
sabotage against the campaigns of the
opposition candidates.
*He has systematically obstructed the
administration of justice by attempting to
bridge the Federal Judge in the Pentagon
Papers trial, and by attempting to cover up
Watergate revelations and related
espionage, and sabotage.
*He has violated Article I, Section 1,
Clause 1 of the Constitution (which
delegates "all" legislative powers to the
Congress) by impounding over $40 billion in
funds allocated by the Congress of the
I am presently incarcerated and very
loney, and I'm pleading to the public for
correspondence.
In my current plight to better myself
Mentally and Spiritually I plead to you for
assistance.
I would like to hear from any-one whether
it be GOOD, BAD or INDIFFERENT.
Write To: Mrs. Charles Cook, 135450, P.O.
Box 57, Marion, Ohio, 43302.
United States.
•He has violated Article I, Section 8,
Clause 2 of the Constitution (which em-
powers Congress to declare war) by con-
ducting military operations in Southeast
Asia without Congressional authorization.
*He has violated Article II, Section 2,
Clause 2 of the Constitution (which provides
that all treaties neogitated by the President
must be concurred by the Senate) by sub-
stituting Executive agreements for treaties.
*He has violated the First Article of the
Bill of Rights (which guarantees the right of
freedom of speech, religion and press) by
authorizing surveillance activity on private
citizens suspected of disagreeing with of-
ficial Administration policy, and by
mounting a campaign of systematic
harrassment and intimidation against the
free press.
*He has violated the Fourth Article of the
Bill of rights (guaranteeing citizens
protection against unreasonable search and
seizure) by engaging in widespread
wiretapping without obtaining warrants of
authorization from the courts, by burglarize
the homes and offices of American citizens,
and by supporting noknock legislation.
*He has violated the fundamental prin-
ciple in a free and democratic society of the
people's right to know by cloaking his ad-
ministration in official secrecy through
arbitrary use of "classification procedures"
and by claiming "executive privilege" in
order to withhold vital information from
Congress.
*He has violated his sacred responsibility
to serve the interests of all the American
People by conspiring with dozens of
American Corporations and wealthy in-
dividuals to secure over $10 million in secret
campaign funds in return for special favors
and privileged treatment. In these par-
ticulars and in his arrogant usurpation of
power he has violated his oath of office by
failing to preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution of the United States.
In every stage of these oppressions we
have petitioned for redress in the most
humble terms: Our repeated petitions have
been answered only by repeated injury. A
president whose character is thus marked
by every act which may define a tyrant, is
unfit to be the President of a free people.
Therefore, We the People of the United
States call for the impeachment of the
President of the United States and the
resignation of the officials of his ad-
ministration for criminal activities and
unconstitutional seizure of power. We call on
Congress to pass new laws to dismantle the
concentrated form of Presidential rule that




287 New Britain Avenue
NOVEMBER 1-7 ONLY
Ail Grinders $1/15
Pizzas 15% -20% ©ff
CALL 247-0234 and pick up your order
Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 11-12
Fri. - Sat. 11-1 a.m. Sun. 11-12
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They duplicated oito ntanjtoo many,
fhey had to find him.
And klia him.
"Cloning (laboratory duplication) of frogs has
already been successful...unless research is
stopped the technology for the cloning of human
beings might be available within anything from
ten to twenty-five years,"
—Senator John Tunney,
E HOW HAVi THI AWFUl HWW
MAKEEXACT COPIES OF HUMAN
CLONES
it may aaom Sika scianca flesion... Sast it i* bas«d on sciatica fact.
siamm Michael Greene • Gregory Sierra • Otis Young • Susan Hunt »mt John Barrymore Jr.
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Community Involvement Notices
By this time the hum-drum of college life
and academics has probably set in for you, if
not for most of the students on campus. If
this is true, and nine times out of ten it is, the
Office for Community Affairs has much to
offer in as far as remedies and worthwhile
opportunities are concerned. Volunteering
is regularly not viewed as an opportunity or
a remedy to the monotonous existence of a
freshmen to that of a senior, but it is. It is a
challenge. A challenge that many heed and
many more ignore. We at the Office of
Community Affairs hope that Trinity
students become a part of that sector that
heeds the voice of challenge in order to
combat the what might be a monotonous
existence at Trinitv.
I. United Cerebral faisy
Physically handicapped and retarded
persons are helped by this agency aided by
volunteers. The physically handicapped
come for tutoring, some in preparation for
college, some in math, reading and writing,
others to learn Spanish and other skills. The
retarded need help to learn very simple
tasks such as counting money, telling time,
etc. The center is open in the evenings and
volunteers are asked to give about two hours
per week. For more information contact:
Leslie Ross, 238-6201.
II. San Juan Tutorial Program
Many Puerto Rican children in Hartford
have difficulty in school because of the
language and this tutorial program is
designed to help them in English. Students
from grades 1 through 8 come to the center
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. to receive
tutoring. It is not necessary that you speak
Spanish to work with these children. For
more information contact the Director of the
Center: Jose Padilla, 522-3892 or 522-6060.
HI. Hartford Neighborhood Centers
Mitchell House and Clay Hill House are
the two centers operated by this agency.
Group leaders for various activities are
being sought especially for leading youth
groups,, social clubs, camping, trips, arts
and crafts, woodwork, ceramics, dramatics,
dance, band, sewing, and tutoring. Peoples
of all ages come to these centers and you
may have your choice of working with the
age group you are most interested in.
Centers are (open from morning through
night so that scheduling also is flexible. For
more information contact: Karl Brown, 522-
2129.
IV. American Friends Service Committee
is conducting a court monitoring project
observing the different type of treatment
accorded to persons in the Fourteenth
Circuit Court, Observations are made of the
handling of people, their legal defense, the
sentence they receive, in order to find out
whether minority groups are accorded the
same courtesy and justice as others. Each
volunteer should be willing to give ap-
proximately four hours a week, between the
hours of ten to one on weekdays. For more
information contact: Ron Cretaro, 549-2696.
V. Urban League
The Urban League is involved in several
community organization projects around
the issues of education, health, and social
services. One area of activity is Charter Oak









(Corner of Vernon and Washington Streets)
We're offering a 10% discount to all Trinity students and
faculty presenting an l,D. Card. No discounts given on beer
or tobacco. Full service grocery store with delivery ser-
vice.
FRESH CUT COLD CUTS • HOMEMADE SALADS
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., - 9-6




Dian Cleaners located next door
347 Washington Street
They also offer a 10% discount on all drycleariing. l.D.'s
must be presented with dry-cleaning.
formation contact: Loralee Huston, 527-
0147.
VI. Working with Emotionally Disturbed
Children
There are opportunities at several centers
in Hartford to work directly with children
who are emotionally disturbed or are
socially maladjusted. These children have
been taken out of their regular school setting
and placed in intensive instructional cen-
ters. Trinity students have worked in these
centers as teachers aides assisting the
classroom teacher with both the individual
instruction of the students as well as the
management of an entire class when the
teacher is occupied with a particular child.
These programs operate only in the morning
from 8:30 to 12:30. For more information see
Ivan Backer, McCook 320, or extension 310.
VII. Juvenile Court
The Juvenile Court is seeking companions
to male and female teenagers under the
jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court. Volun-
teers could decide on what activities to
undertake with their companion based on
their mutual interests, About two to three
hours a week, at any mutually convenient
time, is the goal. The program will be
supervised by the Probation Officer of the
Juvenile Court who will also make the
matchings of volunteer to juvenile offender
after interviewing both. For more in-
formation contact: Susan La Pointe, 566-
3507.
The Great Black Musical
"TWO GENTLEMAN OF YEHONA"
Monday, November 19 - Tuesday, November 20
8:00 P.M.
'BUSHNELL MEMORIAL Hal l - Hcsrtfforcf
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
Reg. 7.50 - 5.50 (Orch. and 1st. bal)
Reg. 6.50 - 4.50 (1st bal)
Reg. 5.50 - 3.50 (1st bal)
Contac t ; Nancy Burns





Kitchen doses at 10:30 p.m.
Open: 9 ajn. to 1 aan. everyday except Sunday
LD.'i ARE REQUIRED
Across the street from campus
217 New Britain Avenue
549-6575
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This Week
Tuesday/ November 6
9:00-4:00 - Photographs for the yearbook •
Washington Room.
1:00 - Town 8< Gown Forum: Speaker-
Deirdre Bair "Notes Toward an almost Im-
possible 8iography" - Goodwin Theatre.
2:30 - Varsity Soccer - Coast Guard • Home.
3:30 - Women's Field Hockey • Yale • Away.
4:15 - Life - I Act - AAC
7:00 - Trinity Band Practice • Germany
7:00-8:30 • MHBOG - Committee Room.
8:00 - Trinity Review Poetry Reading -
Alumni Lounge.
8:30- Films: " I Am A Fugitive From A Chain
Gang" - Cinestudio.
9:15 - Film: "Black Legion" - Cinestudio.
4:00 - "Perspectives on Israel" - Wean L.
Wednesday, November 7
10:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. - Print Sale sponsored by
MHBOG - Wean L.
12:15 - Football Highlights • Senate Room.
3:00 - Cross-country - Southern Connecticut -
Home.
3:30-5:30- Physics Department • "Aspects of
Albert Einstein's Early Career" Lecture by
Martin Klein, Professor of History of Science -
Yale University Coffee Hour to follow • McCook
Aud.
7:30 - Film: "Oklahoma Crude" • Cinestudio.
9:35 - Film: "Let the Good Times Roll" •
Cinestudio.
10:00 p.m. Postludes - Chapel.
Thursday, November 8
10:30 a.m.-8 p.m. • Print Sale continued -
Wean L.
7:30 - Films: See Wednesday - Cinestudio.
8:00 • TWO - Lecture by Dr. Robert Sarrel -
L.S.C. Aud.
Friday, November ?
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - New York University
Business School • Senate Room.
2:00 - Freshman Football - Amherst • Home.
3:00 • Freshmen Soccer - Amherst • Home.
4:15 - Life 1-Act - Austin Arts.
5:30 • Hillel Dinner and Service • Hamlin
Hall.
7:30 - 9:35 • Films: See Wednesday -
Cinestudio.
8:0011:30 - Trinity Folk Society - Goodwin
Lounge.
8:00 p.m. - Dance sponsored by WAAHob -
"Larry Carsman" • Washington Rm.
Saturday, November 10, 1973
10:30 - Varsity Soccer - Amherst • Away
1:30 • Varsity Football - Amherst • Away
7:00 • Film - Sponsored by Hillel - McCook
Aud.
7:30-9:35 - Films -
nesday - Cinestudio.
"The Fixer" See Wed-
TRINITY STUDENTS
get out your IDs & truck down to
FREE PIZZA
BEER $1.50 a pitcher
10% DISC, on drinks
every Wednesday










Sunday, November I I , 1*73
10:30 • The Eucharist . Sermon by Rev.
Thomas Devonshire-Jones - Chapel.
1:15- Roman Catholic Mass-Alumni Lounge.
2:30p.m. - TWO - Theatre in the Round. R.I.
Feminist Theatre - Washington Room.
4:00-5:30 - "The Diaghilev Era; A Lecture
with Musical Illustrations" Sponsored by The
Friends of Art - Austin Arts.
7:30-9:35 - Films: "Wednesday's Child",
"Ceasar and Rosalie" - Cinestudio.
Monday, November 12, 1973
4:15 - Lilt 1-Act - Austin Arts
7:00-9:30 - Divins Light Mission - Senate
Room.
8:00 - TWO Alumni Lounge.
5:45 - Pet Friends - Alumni Lounge.
8:00 p.m. - Dance Program "Amikon" •
Washington Rm.
DRIVE OUR CARS FREE.




D & D PACKAGE STORE
serving Trinity Students for 4 generations
417 New Britain Avenue
24«F-6833
Complete line of wines & spirits







PRICE INCLUDES ROUND-TRIP FIRST
CLASS SERVICE AIRFARE AND
ACCOMODATIONS FOR 1 WEEK
• Per Triple Occupancy,
•234.0© For Double Occupancy
& 7 % Tax
For Aeiditional Information Contact Gene Shen Box 1765
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Announcements
Outing Club Hillel Shabbat
Attention: All Trinity people who are In-
terested in forming an Outing club please come
to Wean Lounge tonite (Tuesday) at 7:00 p.m.
This Saturday, November 10, Hillel presents
its Movie of the Month, "The Fixer". 7:30
McCook Auditorium. FREEI
Walk! Israel
This Fridat, November 9, Hillel is sponsoring
another Shabbat dinner In Hamlln Hall at 5:30.
Free for meal ticket holders; please give your
ticket number to Dave Soils before
Friday—Box 800 or 522-9926. Everyone
welcome!
students living In sections to which R.A.'s have
been assigned, and we ask your cooperation in
completing the questionnaires frankly and
returning them no later than November 12 to
the Front Desk of Mather.
The Greater Hartford Youth Council is
sponsoring a 20 mile Walk for Israel, next
Monday, November 12. Get sponsors to pledge
some money for each mile you walk; all
proceeds go to Israel, For more Information,
call Ann Weiss at 523-8450.
"The History of Israel" will be presented by
John Gettier of the Religion Department and
Samuel Kassow of the History Department, In
this week's installment of the continuing
Perspectives On Israel series. Today, Tuesday,




A few seats are still available on the Spring
charter to England. The round-trip price,
Hartford/London/Hartford, Is $221.00, based on
the current 40-person affinity group rate. The
trip covers the period of Spring vacation,
leaving on Sunday, March 17, and returning
Friday, March 29. Since we have a total of only
40 seats, it Is strongly recommended that you
put down a $25.00 deposit per seat Immediately.
More Information and application forms are
available at the Front Desk of Mather.
R.A.'s
3 Man TENNIS TEAMS and 6 Man
VOLLEYBALL TEAMS are being
formed for competition after
THANKSGIVING.
Submit team list to Don Viering at
THE ATHLETIC DEPT, by Wed.
Nov. 14.
.SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 1-234
EXIT 9KFORBES STREET)or EXIT 58(SILVER LANE) on 1-84 •
• EAST HARTFORD • 24HR. TEL. INFO. 568-8810 •
- ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING' We Honor MASTER CHARGE
Evaluation of the Resident Assistant
program Is currently under way, R.A.'s will be
distributing brief evaluation questionnaires to
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
• $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose 11.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493




207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service
•w.v
W E WHY WE WERE
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JACK AND JILL CAME DOWN THE HILL
TO SAY HELLO TO HY AND LILL. . .





112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford





Footballs p h o n e 247-9905
Wliy do some people think


























































DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.
•Ferrite& Ferrite Heads
• Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
•Tape Select Switch
• 3-Digit Tape Counter
8 Straight Line Record Level Controls
0 Peak Li miter Monitor
• Much More
Brought to you by
SUPERSCOPE
YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
We can't say enough about the EPI 100'S, but saying "enough" . . . isn't . . .
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easily driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 510X automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 , . . Enough said?









































Rv Allan Stark ^—^By llan Stark
The Big Frosh Machine made it 18
straight victories as they defeated the
Wesleyan jayvees 28-6 last Friday.
Wesleyan scored first in the opening
quarter, but from then on it was all Trinity.
The first Trin break came when defensive
back Donald Daigneau stole an errant
Wesleyan pass with a sensational one
handed snag.
Immediately QB Chuck "Sonny" Cowing
took advantage of the mistake with an 18
yard pass to Alan Juliano. On the next play
Cowing demonstrated his running ability
with a 7 yard sneak that was good for the
first Trinity T.D. Gil Childers then hit his
first of four PAT's. The half ended with the
Frosh holding this slim 7-6 lead.
In the second half Trin took control of the
game with an aggressive, clutch offense.
The defense led by Peter Braman, John
Griglun, Jon Thompson, Don Daigneau, and
Richard Uluski stymied the Wesleyan at-
tack the remainder of the game.
The second Trinity score came early in
the second half as Pat Heffernan and a
ruffing the kicker penalty aided the Baby
Bants. Heffernan's power and durability
were manifested during this 'It - .. •••
carried 4 times for 16 tough yards. Cowing
also contributed as he had a nifty 21 yard
run. The T.D. was again tallied by Cowing
as he took it over from the lyard line.
Wesleyan then neatly drove down to the
Trin 7 yard line, but the defense held as John
Griglun made a crucial tackle on a 4th and 1
situation.
The Trinity offense took over and
proceeded to drive down the field 93 yards
for the score. Two critical plays made the
drive possible. On 3rd and 1 from his own 15
yard line QB Cowing connected with Bob
O'Leary for 15 yards. After Heffernan ran 3
times Mark Gersz took a pitchout and he
responded with a 36 yard run. Justice
prevailed two plays later as Gersz again got
the nod he rammed it home from the 3.
The final Trinity scoring burst, however,
was by far the most electrifying. In the 4th
quarter with Wesleyan at the Trin 40 yard
line, John Griglun nabbed a Wes fumble in
the air. With the grace, power, and beauty of
a gazelle, the 6ft. 220 lb. defensive tackle,
rambled past two would-be tacklers for a 60
yard touchdown.
A champagne party will be on the line this
Friday as Dr. McPhee and his Baby Ban-
HI ik> i.Ti •!..- If r 1 T,ff- <t 'n-Hf-r-fmi
Photo by Sean O'Malley
Chris 'Stork' Jennings, right wing, lets fly with one of his
many crosses last Saturday. Two of his passes led to the two
Bantam qoals. . _ ____™«™v
Quarterback George Rose turns to hand off to Dave Kuncio in second quarter action against Coast Guard Saturday.
Kuncio rushed for $9 yards on 16 carries to lead Trin's rushers.
Photo by David Levin
X'menOutrunby WPI
By Greg Barison «,«.>•« in th»It demands a peculiar dedication to run
five miles in one's underwear, especially
when artic winds are urging the merits of
shelter and companionship. Relegated to the
periphery of football fields, the obscurity, of
infrequently trodden trails and the brief,
uninterested gaze of chance passersby, the
cross country runner harbors his own
reasons for pursuing so elemental a com-
petition.
The Trinity cross country team has not
met with much success this season, but just
running the race is often enough solace for
defeat. After its loss to W.P.I, by a wide
margin, and with only two meets remaining,
in taking stock of the team one must look at
its youth and consider the brighter
prospects of the future.
The seniors on the team, this reporter and
Capt. Fred Francis, provided the mature
leadership and comic relief necessary for
any team, but have yet to figure e
scoring. Four of the top six runners are only
sophmores, including Trinity's one-two
finishers in every meet, Jim Forbes and his
sidekick Frank Holmes. Pete Harris and the
remarkable Rich Lovering are the other
sophmores among the Bantam leaders.
Fred Clark and Scott Knox, both juniors,
always finished in the top five. Freshmen
Andy Fowler and Dave Beers and second
year man John Shaskus are steadily im-
proving their times, so this year may be
better appreciated" when viewed as a
building season. It has also been bruited
about that a certain graduating runner will
reenter Trinity under a psuedonym and is
hoping to garner some points before his
second leave-taking in 1978.
The X-men round out their season with a
home meet tomorrow against Southern
Conn and a Saturday contest at Arnherst.
Tickets
Tickets at reduced rates for the Amherst-
Trinity football game at Amherst Saturday,
Nov. 10 will go on sale at the Ferris Center
Office tomorrow. To members of the Trinity
Community, upon presentation of I.D.,
ticket may be purchased for $1.50. These
tickets will sell for $3.00 at Amherst on the
day of the game.
Hockey Tops
Chaffee, 2-0
By Fran Concdon ' . llf „„*
'The women's field hockey team shut out
Chaffee last Friday, 2-0. The gJJJ
progressed at a slow pace and neither team
played to its full potential. No one scored
during the first half. o / tnrpd
During the second half Tnni£ scorea
twice with a little help from the other teain.
First, Ann Jones made the score W * ™
her shot on goal bounced off the goalie ana
into the net. Later Barbara Hayden put one
in when her shot deflected off a Chaoee
defensewoman. Neither team s f ""£ ™
dominate the game but the Trinity defense
prevented any scoring even though seve.
attempts were made. uafnrp the
The team has one game left before tne
season ends. Next Tuesday they will face
Yale down at New Haven.
Football Loses Squeaker
Moore lost five yards as middle guard
George Niland, who played a great game
replacing the ill Gary Jones, broke through
to make the tackle. Another rushing play
picked up two, but a pass interference call in
the end zone gave the Cadets a first down at
the one. Star fullback Ken Washington
tallied the score, and Ciccalone's conversion
made it 7-0, the half-time score.
Trinity came roaring out for the second
half, marching 69 yards in 12 plays for the
tying tally. Charlie Solomon started it out by
retiming the kickoff 16 yards to the 31. A
Rose pass to Bob Murenia put the Bants into
Cadet territory. Then Rose went back to
pass again two plays later; finding no one
open, he retreated into Trin territory, but
was hotly pursued by Cadets. Finally, from
his own 35, he bombed one to Ron Duckett at
the Coasties' 17.
Trinity stuck to the ground after that until
they faced a fourth down at the goal line.
The Bants' quarterback faked a rush, rolled
right and flipped the ball to Kuncio for the
touchdown. Maus' PAT tied the game at 7
with 6:57 left in the third quarter.
The Trin defense, which once again had an
outstanding day, holding the Bears to 215
yards and, of course, ten points, would not
allow Coast Guard anything. Tackle Vic
Novack knocked down passes on con-
secutive series, end John Allen broke
through for a quarterback sack, and Tucci
tallied Trin's second interception of the day
(Chris Max had the first, his fifth of the
year).
The interception set up an amazing drive.
From their own 13, the Bants used 16 plays
to go only 52 yards, and they consumed over
seven minutesof playing time. By the time
Coast Guard got the ball back, there was
only 6:55 to play.
The deciding field goal was set up by
another defensive gem by Bryant. Trinity,
gambling on 4th and 1 from the Coast Guard
5, send Wholley on a sweep, a play that had
worked most of the afternoon. Bryant nailed
Wholley for a loss, though, giving the Cadets
excellent field position in the process.
After the field goal, Solomon returned the
kickoff 27 yards. With 17 seconds to play,
Rose, who finished the day with 19 of 29 for
199 yards, flung a desperation bomb 55
yards into the wind to wingback Tom
Melkus, who made a desperation dive for
the catch, at the Cadet 24. A pass to Duckett
fell incomplete, so Maus came onto the field
to attempt a 42-yarder, again into the wind.
But the field goal attempt went wide as the
clock ran out.
Tri-captain Duckett, playing on a bad
ankle, notched 11 more receptions for 87
yards. This upped his totals to 46 receptions
and 618 yards for the year, eight receptions
and 120 yards short of season records. He
also upped his career records to 143 catches
and 2073 yards.
The defense was led by the now-healthy
secondary, which had 27 tackles, 10 by
Tucci. Niland registered eight tackles and a
quarterback sack. This year, the defense
has given up a meager 76 points, or 12.7 per
game. They have also yielded a shade over
240 yards per game. Both figures are very
good, and should belong to a team with a
better record than 3-3.
But the weak offense has scored only 89
points, or 14.8 per game, and has been held
to two touchdowns or less in four games. The
most telling figure is rushing: Trinity has
rushed 245 times for 564 yards, an atrocious
2.3 yards per carry.
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Coast Guard, 7-1, is one of the top small
college teams in the East. Next week the
Bantams travel to Amherst to take on an
even better team, the undefeated Lord Jeffs.
Unless the defense becomes perfect, there is
no way Trin can win with 14.8 points against






NET YARDS GAINED PASSING









Photo by Dave Levin
Steve Thoren is supposedly caught in the action of interfering with no. 85, Scott Kayser, in the corner of the Trinity end
zone in the second quarter of Saturday's game. This led to the Coasties lone touchdown one play later. I ask you, fellow
fans, "Is our Steve guilty as charged?"
Football Statistics
































CG - Ken Washington 1 yd. run. (Steve Ciccalone Kick)
T - George Rose to Dave Kuncio, 1 yard (Mike Maus Kick)
CG - Ciccalone 34 yd. Field Goal.
Trinity
Coast Guard
0 0 7 0 7
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.. 20 67 0
6 27 0
Att. Compl. Int. Yards TD
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Bantam Defense Overcomes Union
By Curt Beaudouin .
It was a nice day for something. Trinity kft hand corner and Trinity had a lead for when he took a cross from Jennings and sent * " r u t y ^ J L ® J ! L S ! " ° a n i n d e e d
College's varsity soccer team finally broke the first time all year, 1-0. a low liner past the charging Union goalie come on hke gangbusters.
the ice on Saturday afternoon with an im- Union tied the score with only 2:13 left in
f r ° m 12 vards out' was talking with fullback Jay Morganr t n e 8 a m e H e w a s h d
the ice on Saturday afternoon wth Union tied the score with only 2:13 left in  
pressive 2-1 win over Union. Union was a the first half. Trinity's defense was bested Trin's defense had been hustling like a. f ter . t ne a e -   appy and op-
stronger and more accomplished team than for the first and last time all day when a m a n j a c s au day and they jealously guarded ti
mistic> a n c l expressed to me what must
their 5-3-1 mark might indicate. Earlier this sweet Union passing combination resulted t h e i r n e w i y found 2-1 lead. Fernald's
 h a v e b e e n t n e a^itude of the whole team on
season they had destroyed Williams 5-0, but in a frozen rope past the sprawling Bill tiebreaking tally added all the incentive Saturday. He said that most teams riding an
from the outset it was apparent that Trinity Lawson. necessarv to remilse several heart-stopping °'6 r e c o r d w o u l d succumb to despair, and
was more than ready. As the tough defensive struggle carried chances by a determined Union 11 slide to 0-10. "But I don't want to be 0-10," he
Strong midfield performances by half- into the second half, both teams had several ' said, and neither did his teammates,
backs Andrian, Schuller, and Addis were excellent socring opportunities, but a In the end, then, it seemed as if everything For those sceptics who believe that
responsible for a Trinity offensive surge mixture* of tenacious defense and superb had finally fallen into place. There was none Saturday's victory was just a flash in the
which lasted throughout the initial 25 goaltending refused to yield. At the 33 of the frustration and futility which had pan, there are still three matches left in the
minutes. At 8:57 the Stork hit a cross from minute mark, however, Rob Fernald broke characterized earlier Bantam efforts. In- season, Coast Guard arrives this afternoon,
his right wing which soared over the Union in all alone from his left wing slot. He stead, the crowd was treated to a tough, ith A h t (N 9 ) d th fi
goalkeeper and onto the head of a diving missed the breakaway, but redeemed well-played, heady soccer match. It was a
Roger McCord. The header found the lower himself just three minutes later at 35:52 d f l i t k t h t i li tgoo eeling o now hat soccer s a ive at
n,
with Amherst (Nov. 9, away) and the finale
vs. Wesleyan to follow.
Trinity 2, Union 1. Hotdam.
Chris Harris, sophomore fullback, thwarts an attempted shot by one of the embattled Union wingers. Harris, along
with Jay Morgan, Don Hawley, and Jim Soloman, effectively stopped a high-scoring Union attack, and, backed by the
super goaltending of Bill Lawson, made the two goal Bantam offensive output stand up
Photo by Sean O'Malley
Field Goal Beats Trin
For Coast Guard. 10-1
Rv nnnry CnM«1^«nn« *Sanderson
Steve Ciccalone's 34-yard field goal with
22 seconds left gave the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy a 10-7 victory over Trinity College
Saturday at New London, Trinity rolled up
286 yards against the defensively-powerful
Bears, but were unable to come up with the
big plays when it counted.
The game was almost a carbon copy of the
game played two years ago at New London.
•5 In that contest, Trinity went ahead in the
3 late stages, only to watch as Ciccalone's last
a, second field goal gave the Cadets a 19-17
re win.
Ron Duckett snares what had appeared to be an incomplete pass during last
Saturday's heartbreaking loss to the Coast Guard. Ron was on the receiving
end of lo more aerials on his way to smashing any other Trinity receiving
records he hasn't already 'booked'.
% The first time Coast Guard had the ball,
o they marched down the field, almost en-
o tirely on the rushing of Bobby Moore and
a- Len Kelly, But on third down from the six
yardline, Moore was hit hard at the one and
fumbled into the end zone. The recovery was
made by Trin's safety Rich Tucci for a
touchback.
Later in the quarter, Cicalone attempted a
42-yarder into the strong northerly wind, but
it went wide. Benefiting from a Trinity
penalty, though, he had another chance
from five yards closer. He missed that at-
tempt as well.
Trinity had one sustained drive in the half.
Sticking mostly to the running of Dave
Kuncio and John Wholley, quarterback
George Rose brought the Bants.to Coast
Guard's 16. But it was the second quarter
and Trin was facing the wind. As a result,
Mike Maus1 34-yard field goal attempt was
way wide.
The only score of the half came midway
through the second quarter. Bear cor
nerbackBill Bryant, who played a p n » s t .~
game, intercepted a Rose aerial at "1C
Trinity 18 and returned it to the nine.
(Coat, on P. 19)
